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ABSTRACT

HIV-1 integrase (IN) enzyme employs several viral and cellular proteins for nuclear
translocation and crucial integration of viral cDNA. Successful identification of new
viral/cellular interactions may shed light for better understanding of HIV-1 replication.
293T cells were transiently transfected with pYEF-1-TAP-IN and cell lysate were
subjected to Tandem Affinity Purification system to pull down putative IN-interacting
cellular partners. A number of distinct bands from the Coomassie-stained gel were
excised followed by in-gel digestion and mass spectrometry. Putative cellular partners of
HIV-1 IN were heat shock protein 60 (HSP60), β-tubulin, γ-actin, ATP synthase alpha
subunit and histone H1.2 were identified by mass spectrometry. Additionally, SF3A3
(splicing factor 3A3), another previously reported factor, was successfully coimmunoprecipitated with IN. The C-terminal portion of IN was found to be the region of
interaction with SF3A3. Overall, this study has provided better understanding of IN
dynamics enriching existing knowledge of HIV-1 IN biology.
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CHAPTER I

I TRODUCTIO

“No event in documented world history, before or since, has had as dramatic an impact
on the human population — until the arrival of HIV. Nobody knows exactly how many
people perished in the Black Death, but experts believe that HIV has already surpassed
the numbers of people sickened by the plague. And when the currently HIV-infected
cohort of 40 million people have succumbed to the disease, Acquired Immunodeficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) will rank as the worst plague of all human history” (1). It is Human
Immuno-deficiency Virus (HIV) that causes this fatal disease i.e. AIDS (2). AIDS has
been termed “modern-day plague” for its unparallel potential to impose severe and
unprecedented morbidity and mortality upon human race (3).

HIV-1 is one of the two species (i.e. HIV-1 and -2) comprising the viral genus Lentivirus
(Latin ‘Lenti’ = ‘slow’: viruses with characteristic slow growth and long incubation
period). Lentiviruses are under the Retroviridae family: RNA viruses that replicate in
host cells via viral reverse transcriptase enzyme that catalyze production of cDNA or
complementary DNA from viral RNA genome. Again, according to the Baltimore
classification, HIV-1 comprises the group VI viruses: viruses with single-stranded
positive sense RNA, reverse transcriptase enzyme and with DNA intermediate in lifecycle (4, 5).
AIDS was first clinically reported in homosexual men in USA in 1981 (6). In 1983, HIV,
a retrovirus, was confirmed as causative agent for AIDS (7, 8). In vivo, HIV can replicate
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only in hematopoietic cells expressing CD4 and co-receptors CXCR4 or CCR5, and
mainly infects T-helper lymphocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells(4). In vitro,
CCR5-tropic (R5) viruses can infect primary cultures of lymphocytes and macrophages
(9). In vivo, R5 strains infect mainly memory T cells but X4 isolates can predominantly
infect naïve T-cell lines and at least some populations of macrophages (reviewed in 4).
Presence of replication-competent virus has been reported in the monocytes of patients
treated with HAART (highly active antiretroviral therapy) indicating that HIV can infect
monocytes also (9).

The virus is not itself lethal, most infected but untreated individuals mainly die from
subsequent opportunistic infections or malignancies which are characteristically
associated with the progressive and systematic failure of immune system (10).Most
infected, untreated individuals will progress to AIDS within, approximately, ten years of
HIV infection. Anti-retroviral therapy can increase the life expectancy of patients but can
not cure the disease (11). Without antiretroviral therapy, infected and untreated
individuals typically with AIDS die within a year (12). The unique feature that
distinguishes HIV-1 from other retroviruses is it’s ability to infect both dividing and nondividing host cells and, like other retroviruses, the viral intermediate genome is integrated
into the host cell genome inducing a persistent latent infection. Latent HIV1 reservoirs
constitute a principal barrier to eradication, despite the presence of HAART (13).
AIDS was first reported in 1981 (6) and since then, almost 60 million people have
become infected with HIV and HIV-related infections have cost life of 25 million people
world-wide, so far. According to the UNAIDS report on the global AIDS epidemic on
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2010: in 2009 alone, some 33.3 million [i.e. between 31.4 million-35.3 million] people
were living with HIV, 2.6 million [2.3 million-2.8 million] had new infections and 1.8
million [1.6 million-2.1 million] died by AIDS-related complicacies. (14).

1.1

Literature Review:

After the discovery of HIV/AIDS, so far lots of scientific data have been generated
regarding biology, pathology and treatment of HIV/AIDS. The following mini-review is
intended to provide an over-view of HIV-1 life-cycle, host cell factors and IN-inhibitors
that have been reported so far.

1.2 HIV-1 virion structure:
HIV-1 is an enveloped virus and its mature virion has diameter of roughly 110 nm.
Glycoprotein gp120 and gp41 protrude from viral lipid-envelope which has been derived
from the host cell membrane. A thin layer of matrix protein provides structural support to
the envelope. The virion harbors HIV-1 genome, i.e. two identical copies of singlestranded RNAs of 9 kb each. The genome is surrounded by conical capsid composed of
roughly 2000 copies of viral protein p24. Various other viral proteins like reverse
transcriptase (RT), integrase (IN), nucleocapsid (NC), and accessory viral proteins e.g.
Vif, Vpr, p6 and Nef are present within the capsid (Fig 1) (15,16).
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Fig 1: Schematic illustration of HIV-1 mature virion structure: HIV-1 is an
enveloped virus and surface protein gp41 protrudes from the envelope. gp120 is anchored
by gp41 and interacts with CD4 receptor plus co-receptors. Beneath the envelope is the
matrix and inner capsid proteins housing the viral RNAs (2 copies), and other viral
proteins such as integrase, reverse transcriptase, protease,Vif, Vpr, Nef and p6 (15, 16).
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1.3

Genomic organization of HIV-1:

HIV-1 viral genome has two identical copies of single-stranded RNA (each strand being
9 kb long). The HIV-1 genome encodes nine structural as well as six non-structural
proteins. The three structural genes are gag, pol and env. Gag encodes for a polyprotein,
Pr55Gag. This polyprotein is further cleaved by viral protease enzyme into smaller
proteins like p6, nucleocapsid (NCp7), matrix (MAp17) and capsid (CAp24) etc. The pol
gene encodes viral enzymatic proteins which are, at first, synthesized as part of gag-pol
polyprotein precursor Pr160GagPol (17). During translation of Pr55, a frame shift event,
induced by the cis-acting RNA motif, yields Pr160 which encodes for viral enzymatic
proteins reverse transcriptase (RT), protease (PR) and integrase (IN) which are also
cleaved by viral protease (18). The env gene encodes for viral surface glycoprotein gp120
and viral transmembrane glycoprotein gp41 which are originally synthesized as a
polyproteins precursor, gp160 which also undergo proteolytic processing by cellular
protease (15).

1.4

on-structural genes of HIV-1 and their products:

HIV-1 genome encodes two regulatory and four accessory proteins.

The Rev gene encodes a regulatory protein, Rev. The two separate exons of the rev gene
partly overlap with tat exons. The 19 kDa protein facilitates export from nucleus to
cytoplasm, splicing and stabilizes viral RNA transcript. Rev directly binds with RRE
(Rev Response Element) located in env coding domain and premature RNA-splicing is
prevented by this binding before nuclear export. A strong leucine-rich NLS or nuclear
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export signal allows translocation of Rev between cytoplasm and nucleus. Up regulation
of production of gag and env structural genes, and induction of transition from early to
late stage of viral replication have also been reported by this protein (15, 16, 19).

Tat is another viral regulatory protein which is encoded by two exons, separated by env
gene, that are located at 3´-end of viral genome. The first exon encodes a 14 kDa
polypeptide composed of 72 amino acids containing functional domains capable of
transactivating transcription. The second exon encodes a two kDa polypeptide of 14
amino acids and it has been proposed to help binding of Tat to target cell surface by
integrin-mediated cell adhesion. Mainly, Tat protein binds to TAR or transactivating
response RNA element located in LTR promoter then regulates viral gene expression in
transcriptional level. It also impairs cellular processes by repressing host promoters, and
allows expression of full-length viral transcripts (15, 16, 20).

1.5 Accessory proteins of HIV-1:
HIV-1 has four accessory proteins named Vif, Vpu, Vpr and Nef. They are called
accessory because they are not required for viral replication in an in vitro infection
system. However, numerous studies have clearly demonstrated that they all play
important roles in HIV infection in vivo (21-23).

Vif: This 23 kDa protein is localized both in target cell cytoplasm and virion. Vif mainly
counteracts the innate antiviral activity of APOBEC3G by forming complex with it,
inducing it’s ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation so that APOBEC3G can not be
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incorporated in progeny virion in order to mutate viral cDNA during the next round of
infection (15, 16, 24).

Vpu: This is a 16 kDa integral trans-membrane protein and it associates with both host
cell membrane and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane. Functions of Vpu include
degradation of CD4 allowing transport of gp41 and gp120 from ER to cell surface so that
they can be incorporated into budding viral membrane. Besides, Vpu detaches viral
particle from host cell surface and thus enhances their release (15, 16). Interestingly, Vpu
has been reported to neutralize cell-surface antiviral factor tetherin/BST-2 by binding it
and directing its beta-TrCP2-dependent degradation (25). More recently, Vpr has been
reported to replace cell-surface tetherin and to re-localize residual pool of tetherin in a
perinuclear compartment affecting its outward trafficking and/or recycling from the TGN
(trans-golgi network). This sequestration of the anti-viral factor, i.e. tetherin, away from
the plasma membrane so that the anti-viral factor can not exert its effect on the critical
step of viral assembly (26).

Vpr: Is a 14 kDa protein. It interacts with classical Impα/β heterodimer pathway and thus
assists in PIC nuclear import in non-dividing cells. Vpr can activate ATR cellular
pathway and thus can induce cell cycle arrest in G2 phase (27).

Abnormal accumulation of CD4+ T-cells in G2/M phase can be observed in HIV-infected
individuals indicating that Vpr-mediated G2 arrest likely plays an important role in vivo
for viral replication or pathogenesis. Indeed, Vpr has been reported to upregulate the
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expression of ligands for the activating NKG2D receptor and thus promoting natural
killer (NK) cell-mediated killing by a process that is dependent on ability of Vpr to
induce a G2 arrest. This phenomenon suggests an immunomodulatory role for Vpr both
in HIV-1-induced CD4+ T-lymphocyte depletion and in HIV-1-induced NK cell
dysfunction (28).

ef: This 27 kDa protein is a membrane-associated phosphoprotein. Nef redirects MHC1
and CD4 molecules from cell surface and Golgi apparatus to lysosome for degradation
(15). It can bind to several members of Src-family proteins and can regulate their
tyrosine-kinase activity and ultimately Nef can enhance viral infectivity and can prevent
apoptosis through interaction with signal-regulating kinase Arabidopsis skp1-like1
(ASK1) protein (29).

1.6 Structure and function of HIV-1 Integrase:
HIV-1 Integrase (IN) is 32 kDa in size and has 288 amino acids. It is derived by
proteolytic cleavage from the C-terminus of Gag-Pol polyproteins. It is involved in early
stages of viral replication such as reverse transcription, nuclear import and, most
importantly, integration of viral cDNA in host cell genome. IN functions in a multimeric
form and has three structurally and functionally distinct domains (Fig 2). The N-terminal
domain or NTD spans from residues 1-50 harboring a conserved zinc-finger binding site
and its functions include multimerisation of IN that contribute in catalytic activity of the
enzyme. The catalytic core domain or CCD spans from amino acid residues 51-212
which is relatively less conserved and catalyzes each 3´-OH end processing of viral
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cDNA and also catalyzes DNA strand transfer, thus mediating crucial integration of viral
cDNA into host genome. Additionally, the amino acid residues from 212-288 comprises
the C-terminal domain or CTD which is involved in non-specific DNA-binding.
Although, in vivo, IN works as a tetrameric complex, individual expression of each IN
domain, in vitro, forms dimeric complexes that are consisted of two monomers (reviewed
in 30).
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Fig. 2: Domains of Integrase enzyme also showing conserved amino acid residues.
The enzyme is comprised of three domains: (i) the N-terminal domain (NTD, residues 1–
49), (ii) catalytic core domain (CCD, residues 50–212) and (iii) C-terminal domain
(CTD, residues 213–288). The DDE motif is required for catalytic function of the
enzyme.
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1.7 HIV-1 replication:
The replication of HIV-1 can be divided into two stages: early stage and late stage. Early
stage of viral replication includes viral entry into the target cell, uncoating, reverse
transcription of viral RNA into cDNA, nuclear import of pre-integration complex or PIC,
and, finally, integration of cDNA into host genome (Fig. 3). Late stage replication
comprises stages like viral gene expression, assembly of viral proteins, budding and
maturation of immature virion etc (15, 31).
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Fig. 3: Schematic illustration of steps in the early stages of HIV-1 life-cycle: After
binding of viral surface glycoprotein gp120 with CD4 receptors and co-receptors, the
virion enters the cell cytoplasm via fusion of viral envelope with host cell membrane.
After uncoating, viral RNA is reverse transcribed to cDNA by viral reverse transcriptase.
Meantime pre-integration complex (PIC) is formed where viral IN cleaves two extreme
terminal bases of each 3ʹ-end of each viral cDNA strand. PIC is a multi protein complex
and some of the known members are shown in the enlarged view. PIC mainly helps
nuclear translocation and chromatin targeting of viral cDNA (31, 15, 16).
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1.7.1

Early stages of HIV-1 life cycle:

Viral entry:
Entry of the infectious HIV-1 viral particle occurs through the binding of viral surface
glycoprotein gp120 with target cell surface receptor CD4 and co-receptor which leads to
membrane fusion and penetration of virion core into the host. Highly specific binding
between gp120 and CD4 induces signals for conformational changes in gp120 altering
it’s specificity and increasing it’s affinity for co-receptors like CCR5 and CXCR4 (32,
33). Actually, gp120 has a V3 loop that determines the viral tropism to either CCR5 or
CXCR4. CCR5, which is a β-chemokine receptor, is typically found on surface of
macrophages and primary lymphocytes but not on T cell lines. On the other hand,
CXCR4, an α-chemokine receptor, is expressed on surface of T cell lines and primary
lymphocytes, but not on macrophages. Additional binding to co-receptor broadens HIV-1
host range of immunologic cells which express variable receptors (34, 35).

After binding of gp120 with CD4 and CXCR4/CCR5; gp41 undergoes a conformational
change leading to insertion of N-terminus of gp41 into host cell membrane (15, 30, 34,
36). Then, after formation of a stable six-helix bundle by C and N helices of tightly
folded in gp41, this bundle positions host and viral membranes in place to facilitate HIV1 core to undergo fusion and delivery inside host cytoplasm (30).
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Uncoating:
After entry of the viral capsid into the host cytoplasm, viral uncoating step begins. This
poorly understood process is characterized by partial and gradual disassembly of viral
core resulting in the release of viral RNA genome as well as RTC (reverse transcription
complex) into the cytoplasm (37). But there is conflicting report on uncoating on it’s
being an early event or not. It has been reported that reverse transcription occurs inside
intact capsid shell while it’s on the way to nucleus. And, once the PIC reaches the
nucleus, viral cDNA flap facilitates uncoating. Interestingly, the linear viral DNA
remains trapped within capsid, in absence of cDNA flap (38).

Reverse transcription:
Like other retroviruses, HIV-1 can convert its genomic RNA into viral cDNA after entry
and uncoating into the host cell. The process of reverse transcription is mediated by the
viral enzyme reverse transcriptase (RT), a 66 kDa/51 kDa complex cleaved from by the
viral protease from Pr160GagPol polyprotein (15, 39). Different cis-acting host and viral
elements participate in series of steps to form a reverse transcription complex (RTC)
which carries out the reverse transcription reaction yielding linear, double-stranded, full
length DNA molecule (40, 41). During the initial stage of reverse transcription; host
tRNA anneal to the 5´ UTR (untranslation region) region of viral LTR. It functions as a
primer for the synthesis of negative strand of viral DNA. Methylated viral protein NC
(Nucleocapsid) has been proposed to facilitate RNA rearrangement which is required for
this event (40). Viral capsid protein CA might play some roles in this process as HIV-1
particles with mutation in the N-terminus of CA show impaired reverse transcription (40,
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42, 43). Among the viral accessory proteins, Vif shows activity during reverse
transcription as degradation of host antiviral factor APOBEC3G by Vif resists
APOBEC3G-mediated impairment of reverse transcription (39).

Cytoplasmic trafficking:
After reverse transcription, viral cDNA is translocated into nucleus via PIC or preintegration complex. The exact underlying mechanism of cytoplasmic trafficking is not
well-understood but already compiled data suggest that both viral and host factors
participate in the formation of PIC and its cytoplasmic trafficking. The viral memebers of
the PIC are IN, RT, MA, Vpr, viral cDNA, CA, NC while the host cell members are
barrier-to-autointegration factor (BAF), high mobility group protein HMGI(Y), human
lens epithelium growth factor/transcription co-activator p75 (LEDGF/p75), and laminaassociated polypeptide 2α (LAP2α) etc (44 -47) . Besides, host cell proteins β-actin and
β-tubulin have been implicated in cytoplasmic trafficking of PIC (48).

Nuclear import of PIC (pre-integration complex):
HIV-1 can infect both dividing and non-dividing cells and the hallmark is the ability of
the virus, in non-dividing cells, to translocate viral cDNA complexed within the PIC from
cytoplasm to nucleus through nuclear pore complex (NPC) (13, 15). Although the exact
mechanism of PIC nuclear import is largely unknown, it has been reported that viral
members of the PIC e.g. Vpr, MA, IN, and central DNA flap etc have nuclear localization
signals and so have karyophilic properties that enable them exploit cellular nuclear
import machinery such as Impα, Impβ, Imp7and RanGDP/GTP gradient resulting in
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nuclear import of PIC using both non-classical and classical pathways (reviewed in 49).
This unique ability of hijacking host cellular factors/pathways makes HIV-1 different
from other oncoretroviruses as HIV-1 can not only infect dividing cells but also nondividing cells like quiescent T cells, mucosal dendritic cells, tissue macrophages etc (5052).

Tethering to host chromosome and integration:
Once the PIC is inside the nucleus, viral cDNA has been reported to exist in three forms:
linear, 1-LTR, 2-LTR circles (53). Before intergration LEDGF/p75 helps the viral cDNA
to tether to the target sequence of host DNA (54, 55). Integration occurs in three
sequential steps: (i) 3´- end processing, (ii) DNA strand transfer, and (iii) gap repair
between the host DNA and inserted DNA fragment. In the 1st step, IN cleaves last two
bases of each 3´-end of each strand of viral cDNA (from a 5´- CAGT-3´ motif) to yield a
CA-3´-OH end which is active intermediate of subsequent DNA strand transfer reaction.

The 2nd step of integration process is characterized by a staggered cleavage of target
DNA (of transcriptionally active genes) mediated by IN leading to annealing of sticky
CA-3´-OH ends of viral cDNA to the cleaved 5´ -end of target DNA sequence. Finally,
during the gap repair step, cellular enzymes fill the gap between 5´-viral DNA end and
target DNA end. The inserted viral DNA is called provirus (reviewed in 30).
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1.7.2

Late stages of HIV-1 life-cycle :

Viral gene expression:
Once the viral cDNA is integrated, viral and host factors start to interact with cis-acting
elements present in the proviral 5´-LTR promoter inducing the viral gene transcription in
two stages: i) early Tat-independent and ii) late Tat-dependent (15, 16, 56-58). Host cell
factors that participate in proviral DNA transcription are AP-1, nuclear phosphatase-1,
IRF, Sp1, NF-κB etc (59-62). Binding of NF-κB to 3´-LTR region activates the viral
promoter located in LTR to produce small and incomplete RNA transcript as the RNA
polymerase II can not function efficiently under strong influence of local host cell
transcription environment (63). So, in this Tat-independent stage, not full mRNA but
only basal amount of viral transcriptional activators such as tat, rev and nef are
transcribed only. Tat can recruit a cellular factor called positive transcriptional elongation
factor-b (P-TEF-b) to the TAR element, and phosphorylate RNAPII C-terminal domain completing full RNA transcription resulting in three classes of RNA transcripts (64-68):
a) Fully spliced RNA: this group comprises small 1.7 -2.0 kb fragments of RNA
with HIV-1 introns removed and they can express Rev, Tat or Nef.
b)

Partially-spliced RNA: This group characteristically possesses 1 intron, has a
size of 5 kb, and can express Vif, Env, Vpr, Vpu.

c) Unspliced RNA: This group of primary transcripts has size of 9 kb. Gag and
GagPol proteins are generated from them.
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HIV-1 viral assembly requires accumulation of unspliced and partially spliced mRNA in
cytoplasm and viral protein Rev facilitates the transport of these RNAs by binding to rev
response element (RRE) present within unspliced RNAs (64,19,69).

Viral assembly:
Assembly of retrovirus including HIV-1 virion assembly has been reported to be driven
by viral structural protein Gag. Experimental evidences suggest that viral assembly
process comprises multiple steps including: (a) targeting of Gag to the site of assembly
i.e. typically plasmamembrane, (b) interaction between gag and lipid bilayer membrane,
(c) multimerisation of Gag, (d) encapsidation of genomic RNA, (e) incorporation of Env
into virus particles, and (f) budding and release of nascent particles (reviewed in 70).

In HIV-1, Gag is synthesized as precursor polyprotein Pr55Gag, which contains four
major structural domains CA, MA, NC, and p6, and two spacer peptides, SP1 and SP2
(71). These structural domains which are present within Pr55Gag have been found to be
similar to mature viral-protease-processed Gag proteins. Regions determining Gag
targeting, membrane binding, and Env incorporation are all present in MA, but both CA
and NC regions determine efficient Gag multimerization. CA has been reported to
promote Gag–Gag interaction through its dimerization, whereas RNA bound to NC has
been postulated to serve as scaffolding. NC zinc finger domains mediate viral genomic
RNA encapsidation. p6, due to presence of specific peptide sequences, can recruit
cellular protein complexes that are essential for efficient virion particle release. However,
the order of steps in virus assembly and interdependence between them is a matter of
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further research. It is noteworthy that packaging of two copies of full‐length dimeric
viral genomic RNA is principally mediated by interactions between the NC domain of
Pr55Gag and a 50 segment of the viral genome variously termed the packaging signal,
encapsidation element (E), or C site (71,72).

Viral budding and release:
After successful assembly, budding is the next critical step of HIV-1 life-cycle. Budding
and release of mature virion require the cellular ESCRT (endosomal sorting complex
required for transport) machinery, normally implicated in cytokinesis and endosomal
sorting. Budding may occur from platforms giving rise to multiple consecutive budding
events, as has been reported for Rous sarcoma virus, or may occur mostly from unique
sites, as suggested for Moloney murine leukemia virus. (reviewed in 73).

To promote virion particle release from plasma membrane, the C-terminal p6 domain of
HIV-1 Gag has been reported to directly bind to two components of infected cell’s
budding machinery, i.e. ESCRT, through L (late-assembly) domains. The primary HIV-1
L domain is consisted of a PTAP (Pro-Thr-Ala-Pro) motif that binds ESCRT-I
component Tsg101. This PTAP-Tsg101 interaction is critical for both correct proteolytic
processing of Gag and infectious virion release, the latter being downregulated nearly
500-fold in case of a disrupted PTAP motif (reviewed in 74).

CD317 (BST-2/Tetherin/HM1.24) is a cellular antiviral restriction factor (α-interferoninducible). In case of HIV-1, the restriction mechanism involves retention (tethering) of
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mature HIV-1 particles at the producer cell surface, then, subsequent internalization, thus
preventing virion release. Viral accessory protein Vpu can overcome this restriction,
possibly by proteasomal and/or endolysosomal degradation of CD317 or reducing its cell
surface exposure by sequestration of CD317 to the trans-Golgi network. Which
mechanism will be used is determined by expression level of CD317 and Vpu, and/or
availability of specific degradation pathways in a given target cell (reviewed in 75).

Viral maturation:
After successful assembly and release the HIV-1 virion must undergo a maturation step
to produce infectious virion particle which are capable of infecting new target cells. This
step takes place during or immediately after viral budding and is characterized by
cleavage of Pr160Gag‐Pol and Pr55Gag into individual viral proteins by the viral‐encoded
proteolytic enzyme protease (PR). The maturation of immature virion to an infectious
particle is coincided by contemporary phenomena like continuous association of MA
with viral membrane, condensation of NC with dimeric RNA genome, and reassembly of
CA forming a closed conical capsid shell which surrounds the NC–RNA complex
(reviewed in 76).

Proteolytic cleavage of Pr55Gag follows a controlled and sequential series of events.
Initial cleavage separates the NC‐SP2‐p6 fragment and MA‐CA‐SP1 fragment and
subsequent cleavage is carried out at the MA‐CA and SP1‐p6 sites. Finally cleavage
happens at the CA‐SP1 and NC‐SP2 sites.
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Accurate maturation by proteolytic

cleavage of Gag is important to produce competent and infectious virions, as mutations in
cleavage sites result in compromised particles with reduced infectivity (reviewed in 71).

A second assembly event involves release of mature CA resulting in formation of a,
typically cone-shaped, core structure by a proportion of CA. Disruption of core stability
or formation blocks reverse transcription on infection of a new cell. Although CA–CA
interactions play a central role, the exact mechanism of core formation is yet to be fully
defined. Morphologically the most significant change during maturation is CA release
from Pr55Gag; however, the generation of mature NC and MA also has important impact
on virus maturation. Role of mature NC has been implicated in condensation of
ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP) and stabilization of viral dimeric RNA, and both are
important for efficient HIV-1 replication (reviewed in 70).

1.8 Genetic variability in HIV-1:

A remarkable feature of HIV-1 (as well as HIV-2) is the exhibition of extraordinary
genetic diversity. HIV-1 strains are classified into three distinct groups: M, N and O.
Approximately, 98% of the global HIV infections have been reported to be caused by
HIV-1 group M, whereas group N and O are, comparatively rare, and mainly confined to
Cameroon and surrounding countries (139). The group M comprises nine subtypes (A to
I) and many circulating recombinant forms (140). Actually, HIV-1 exists as “snowflakelike quasispecies in which nearly every virus in a population differs from every other
one” (141). The genetic diversity in HIV-1 populations is caused by recombination and
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point mutations. Point mutations are introduced mainly by error-prone DNA synthesis or
by functions of host antiviral factors such as APOBEC3’s cytidine deaminase activity
(reviewed in 141).

The fast replicative cycle of the virus in the host cell generates 109 to 1010 virions per
day. As the reverse transcriptase enzyme of HIV has no proof-reading activity the error
during reverse transcription may reach 1 per 105 nucleotides whereas for cellular DNA
polymerase it is 1 per 109. Therefore, in the course of one day, in a single infected
individual, many variants of HIV can be generated. Moreover, infection of a single cell
by more than one strains of HIV further compound the situation (75-77). In fact, Preston
et al. have reported approximately “five to ten errors per HIV-1 genome per round of
replication in vivo” (138). As a retrovirus, HIV-1 has a very high frequency of
recombination, a property attributed to recombinogenic template switching during reverse
transcription and recombination-prone nature of HIV-1 replication machinery. It has been
stated that “the best current estimate of HIV-1 recombination rates is about four to five
crossovers per genome, a truly astounding rate that suggests that recombination is a
normal part of the generation of each viral DNA” (141).

The impact of genetic diversity in HIV-1 population is that it enables the virus to counterbalance immune clearance and to develop resistance to avert actions/effect of antiviral
drugs. Although, highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART), introduced in mid-1990s,
has been significantly successful to reduce HIV-related morbidities and prolong the
lifespan of people living with HIV, the growing emergence of drug-resistance to the
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existing antiretroviral drugs is causing treatment failure undermining the global fight
against this lethal virus. HAART can not completely eradicate the virus and due to high
frequency of mutation, no vaccine approach, also, had been successful against HIV, so
far (77,118).

Recently reported mutations in reverse transcriptase gene conferring HIV-1 resistance to
USFDA-approved drugs include M41L, D67N and K70R to zidovudine. Multi-drug
resistant mutation such as M46I in the viral protease gene yield resistance to Indinavir,
Atazanavir and Lopinavir. Mutations such as E92Q, Y143R, Q148H and N155H in the
IN gene have been associated with resistance against only FDA-approved IN inhibitor
Raltegravir (142).

1.9 Role of Integrase in HIV-1 life-cycle:
HIV-1 replication is carried out by viral machinery consisted of three virus-encoded
enzymes: the reverse transcriptase (RT), the integrase (IN), and the protease (PR). The
viral genomic RNA is used as a template, by viral reverse transcriptase, to produce a
copy of viral complementary DNA by reverse transcription. The protease cleaves Gag
and Gag-pol polyproteins into mature viral proteins. Among the HIV-1 proteins, IN is of
particular importance because of its role in viral DNA integration (i.e. covalent insertion)
into the host genome (13).This integrated form of the viral DNA is called the provirus.
Once integrated, the provirus can persists in the host, beyond the reach of host immune
system, and can serves as a template for the future transcription of viral genes and
simultaneous replication of the viral genome. This leads to the production of new
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progeny viruses upon release which infect new immune cells and keep the infection
active (13).

Integrase has two major catalytic activities: (i) 3’-processing i.e. endonucleolytic
cleavage at each 3’-OH extremities of the viral cDNA, and (ii) a strand transfer reaction
leading to the insertion of the processed viral cDNA into the target site in the host DNA
by a trans-esterification mechanism (29). Recently, IN has been reported to catalyze a
specific internal cleavage of retroviral palindromic DNA sequence (78). Besides, IN has
been proposed to catalyze a “disintegration’ reaction (inverse reaction of strand transfer),
but its occurrence in vivo is not clear (reviewed in 30).
In vivo, integrase oligomer, in association with viral cDNA, reverse transcriptase (RT),
matrix protein (MA), Vpr, nucleocapsid protein (NC), and cDNA flap as well as known
and unknown cellular partners forms a PIC or pre-integration complex (79-83). IN
stabilizes the PIC and help translocation of it into the nucleus. Besides, functional
interaction between HIV IN and viral RT has been reported which indicates an indirect
role, at least, of IN in controlling viral cDNA synthesis (84-86).

1.10 Role of cellular proteins on I activity:
The following discussion should clarify that different host cell factors interact with HIV1 IN in different stages of its function and the interaction may be direct or indirect.
Ultimately, HIV-1 exploits these interactions for successful replication and infection of
the host.
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1.10.1 In establishing I solubility and favorable conformation:
Role of several cellular proteins have been reported to enhance IN solubility and establish
favorable conformation. For example, Parissi et al. (2001) showed that hHSP60
stimulated the in vitro processing and joining activities of IN. They suggested that
hHSP60-IN interaction might help IN to prevent aggregation and adopt a more competent
conformation (87). LEDGF/p75, Lens Epithelial Derived Growth Factor, has been
reported to interact with IN and stimulate the whole integration process. Indeed, it has
been reported that LEDGF-IN complex actually shows more favorable solubility profiles
than that of free IN (88). Besides, LEDGF/p75 has been reported to increase stabilization
of the tetrameric state of IN which is required for the concerted integration (89).

1.10.2 Role of cellular proteins in nuclear import of PIC:
Prior to integration, the PIC has to cross the nuclear membrane, especially in the nondividing host cells (e.g. macrophages) to translocate viral cDNA into the host
chromosome (30). HIV-I has been reported to interact with actin for short distance
trafficking and microtubule network for long distance trafficking (90). Specifically, βactin and β-tubulin have been proposed to interact with IN and help cytoplasmic
trafficking of PIC (reviewed in 31). The role of the members of PIC in HIV-1 life-cycle
is very important. Because viral components of this PIC e.g. IN, Vpr, MA and cis-acting
determinant cDNA flap have karyophilic properties which enable them to facilitate
nuclear import of the PIC by interacting with host karyopherins. Host karyopherins like
Importin α1, Importin 7 (Imp7) and transportin-SR2 (TRN-SR2) interact with HIV-1 IN
and are involved in viral nuclear import (reviewed in 49).
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Co-immunoprecipitation assay done by Ao et al (2007), in our lab, clearly indicated that
IN interacts specifically with host importin 7 (Imp7) in vivo to carry out nuclear import,
but does not interact with importin 8 (Imp8) or importin α (Rch1). To further elucidate
the contribution of the IN/Imp7 interaction to HIV-1 replication, they also showed that an
Imp7-binding defective IN mutant virus lost infectivity and displayed defects during both
reverse transcription and nuclear import, and HIV-1 produced from Imp7-depleted cells,
exhibited a 2.5–3.5-fold reduced infection in Imp7-knockdown susceptible cells (91).
Additionally, Woodward et al. (2009) have reported that interaction of IN with
nucleoporin NUP153 to facilitate nuclear import of HIV-1 PIC (92). BAF (Barrier-toautointegration factor), a cellular component of the HIV-1 PIC, has been reported to
stimulate the integration reaction in the PIC complex (93). Li et al (2000) have suggested
that HMG I(Y), another host partner of the HIV-1 PICs, binds on multiple sites on viral
cDNA, compacts it and thus facilitates formation of an active integrase-cDNA complexe
(94).

One group has reported binding of INI-1 (IN-interactor-1) to IN and enhancement of
increases the strand transfer activity of IN (95). However, Boese et al. (2004) found no
effects on viral integration in INI-1-depleted cells (96). Again, another group has
proposed requirement of INI-1 for Tat-mediated transcription activation (97). So, further
research is necessary to work out the controversial role of such IN interactors and to
discover new cellular partners of IN that will help us to understand the functional
dynamics of the PIC.
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Very recently Ao et al. (2010) from our lab, investigated role of importin alpha family
members on HIV-1 replication. Using short hairpin RNA (shRNA)-mediated Impalpha3
knockdown (KD) they found significant impairment of HIV infection in different cell
lines. They also showed that integrase (IN) interacted with Importin alpha3 both in a
293T cell expression system and in HIV-infected CD4-positive C8166 T cells, through a
region 250 to 270 in the C-terminal domain of IN. Overall, this study reports another
cellular interacting factor of HIV integrase, Importin alpha 3, which is required for
successful nuclear import and replication of HIV-1 in both non-dividing and dividing
cells (49).

1.10.3

Cellular factors in intra-nuclear trafficking of PIC and integration process:

Some cellular factors have been proposed to help intra-nuclear trafficking of PIC. For
example, interaction between BAF and emerin (an internal-inner-nuclear-envelope
protein) might facilitate integration by favoring access of PIC to chromatin (98).
Additionally, interactions of IN with cellular proteins play important role in targeting of
viral cDNA integration. A systematic study of the sites of HIV DNA integration into the
host DNA has shown that integration is not entirely random. In vivo analysis of
integration sites indicate that HIV cDNA tends to integrate into transcriptionally active
sites (99).

Several cellular cofactors like LEDGF/p75 (100), INI-1 (101), Ku (102) and BAF (103),
have been reported to make interaction with PIC in nucleus and the first two make direct
physical interaction (104,105). LEDGF/p75 is mainly responsible for targeting
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integration and it has been called the chromatin tethering factor for IN (54, 55). As
LEDGF/p75 is essential for HIV-1 replication and LEDGF/p75 interacts directly with IN,
the domain of interaction between these two proteins is, therefore, a promising target for
the development of integrase ligands with antiviral activity (106) and such
compounds/peptides have been already developed (107).

1.10.4

Interaction of cellular factors with acetylated I :

In relationship with chromatin, it has been reported that p300 histone acetyl transferase
(HAT) binds directly to HIV-1 integrase in vitro and acetylates three Lys residues in the
CTD of integrase, at positions 264, 266 and 273. Acetylation increased integrase DNAstrand-transfer activity approximately two fold in vitro, indicating a potential role for
p300-dependent acetylation of integrase during virus infection. Consistent with this
notion, mutant virus harboring three Lys-to-Ala substitutions in integrase supported
normal levels of reverse transcription and PIC nuclear import, but only ~4–7% of wildtype integration (108).

Interestingly, using a yeast-two-hybrid system, Allouch & Cereseto (2009) have shown
that some cellular factors like BTF3b (basic transcription factor 3 isoform b – component
of RNAP II complex), HMGN2 (High mobility group nucleosomal binding domain 2 –
chromatin remodeling factor) and THRAP3 (Thyroid hormone receptor protein 3 –
subunit of large transcription mediator TRAP complex) bind efficiently to unmodified IN
and do not require IN acetylation while IN acetylation enhances binding affinity of Exp2
(Exportin 2 --- mediator of Importin α binding protein, mediator of Impα nuclear export
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after NLS cargo release into the nucleus ), eIF3h (eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3
subunit H) and KAP1 (Kruppel associated factor 1 – transcription co-repressor and DNA
damage response factor) to IN (109). Very recently, Terreni et al (2010) have showed that
GCN5-mediated acetylation of HIV-1 integrase can enhance viral integration (110).

1.10.5

ew cellular factors reported to be involved in interaction with I :

Studamire et al. (2008), using yeast-two-hybrid system, have reported strong interactions,
in vitro, between HIV-1 IN and yeast proteins like Fen-1, Ku-70, PRC, Zn finger p38,
SLU7, SF3b2, SF3a3, SMN, Ddx p18, Kif3A, Radixin and Ran bp 10 (111). Finally,
von Hippel Lindau binding protein 1 has been reported to interact and degrade HIV-1 IN
by the prefoldin-VHL-proteasome pathway and this degradation of IN induces an
integration-transcription transition in viral replication cycle (112).

Interestingly, interactions of IN with some cellular factors may be dispensable or
indispensable. For example, down- regulation of INI-1 by RNAi or silencing the gene
expression by gene knockout have shown that INI-1 is indispensable for HIV-1
replication (reviewed in 31). On the other hand , in our lab previous work by Ao et al
(2007) showed that IN interacts specifically with host importin 7 (Imp7) in vivo to carry
out nuclear import, but, HIV-1 produced from Imp7-depleted cells, exhibited a 2.5–3.5fold reduced infection in Imp7-knockdown susceptible cells, not 100% reduction of
infection (91). More interestingly, recent work by Zheng et al (2010) in our lab have
found that although LEDGF/p75 functions as a chromatin tethering factor for HIV-1 PIC,
IN is capable of binding to chromatin in a LEDGF/p75-independent manner sustaining a
low level of viral replication (113).
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All these developments imply that there might be some other unidentified cellular
partners of HIV-1 IN whose interactive functionality with IN could compensate knockdown of other factors (91).

1.10.6 I as a target for anti-HIV approach:
Although, HIV/AIDS has inflicted unprecedented mortality and morbidity on the human
race, still there is no effective vaccine against HIV/AIDS. The only method of prevention
has been described as ABC (Abstinence, Be faithful, and use a Condom) (reviewed in
114). The most effective, so far, antiviral therapy is called HAART or “Highly Active
Anti-Retroviral Therapy” which consists of a drug cocktail of at least three different
groups of anti-HIV drugs including nucleoside analogue reverse transcriptase inhibitors,
non- nucleoside analogue reverse transcriptase inhibitors and protease inhibitors. But,
HAART can only suppress HIV-1 replication in the infected individual, and can not cure
the patient totally from the disease. Other drawbacks of the HAART includes the drugs
have to be taken for a life long period, toxicity of the drugs, metabolic disorders induced
by the drugs and emergence of drug-resistant viral strains etc (reviewed in 115). In this
ordeal, new anti-HIV drugs with less or no toxicity, more effectiveness and more
potential drugs are required in the arsenal of anti-viral therapy.

All these observations have been the object of pharmacological research and paved the
way for the development of inhibitors targeting the interactions between IN and cellular
cofactors (106). These wealth of data suggests that new host cell interactors of HIV-I IN
are being discovered and that still some other interactions may be left to be revealed.
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Growing resistance against already existing anti-IN drugs and ani-retroviral therapy
issues a strong urge to identify more interaction of HIV with host cell. Identification of
newer interactions between IN and host cell factors may help designing new targets for
future and further development of integrase inhibitors.

These catalytic functions of the integrase are crucial for overall integration process and
have thus been the target of intensive pharmacological research oriented to develop antiHIV drug and so far several IN-inhibitors have been developed (30). It is noteworthy that
two IN-inhibitory compounds — MK-0518 (raltegravir) and GS9137 (elvitegravir) —
have clinically shown great promise and raltegravir has been approved by FDA for
patients who fail to HAART (116). However, resistance has been reported against
raltegravir already (117).

The massive global mortality and morbidity caused by HIV has been the basis for
experimental research oriented to better understanding of HIV biology and, ultimately, to
design effective anti-HIV therapeutic approach against this deadly virus (118). The
outcome of these research data has established the notion that HIV-1 exploits a lots of
protein-protein interactions between host cell factors and viral proteins for successful
replication of the virus (13, 119). Importantly, many of these identified interactions have
been the target of anti-HIV drugs developed so far (14). Growing evidences suggest that
there might be more other cellular factors to be elucidated that play major impact in HIV1 life-cycle (112, 119). This thesis will address, investigate and review the role of host
cellular factors in different stages of HIV-1 life-cycle, and explore whether these new
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information can be exploited to enrich our knowledge on HIV-1 dynamics in vivo. The
primary focus will be to identify new interactions between HIV-1 enzyme integrase (IN)
and new IN-interacting partners in host cell with the intention that new data will shed
light for better understanding of early stages of HIV-1 life-cycle in host cell.
Previous research in this particular field has shown that HIV-1 IN interacts with a number
of host cell factors as well as other viral proteins to form a pre-integration complex (PIC)
for successful translocation of viral cDNA, nuclear import and, finally, integration in host
genome (30). However, different groups have reported different results in terms of
relevance/requirement of some these cofactors for IN function. As for example, cofactors
(such as INI-1 and Importin-7) that initially were reported to stimulate IN activity, later it
was found that HIV-1 infection was significantly unaffected by potent downregulation of
these proteins (reviewed in 31, 91). Even there are conflicting reports on the importance
of LEDGF/p75 which has been termed as chromatin tethering factor of viral cDNA (54,
55, reviewed in 31). Therefore, different aspects of interactions between HIV-1 IN or PIC
with host cell factors is still poorly understood. Additionally, Studamire et al. have
reported 27 yeast proteins that interacted with HIV-1 IN fusion proteins (111). However,
no further research has been reported whether human homologues of these yeast factors
do interact with IN or not. Additionally, as resistance against existing anti-IN drugs
continues to be reported, further research is a must to develop 2nd generation anti-IN
drugs and, more importantly, to develop alternative therapeutic approaches such as
peptide-based inhibitors of IN. Better understanding of PIC composition, specific
interactions of the members of PIC with IN are matter of further research.
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So, in order to fill the existing knowledge gap in HIV-1 IN functionality, in this study
attempt was made for identification of new HIV-1 IN interactors using Tandem affinity
Purification (TAP) system, a relatively new approach to study protein-protein interaction.

HYPOTHESIS

Given the fact that HIV-1 IN interacting partners, identified so far, do not account for all
of the activities of IN, we hypothesize that some more cellular factors may be required or
involved as part of the

pre-integration complex (PIC) for successful cytoplasmic

trafficking of viral cDNA within the PIC through the cytoplasm, its nuclear import and
overall integration process.
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OBJECTIVES

The aim of this project was to test the hypothesis that there might be some other
unidentified cellular partners of HIV-1 IN and to examine the efficacy of the newly
developed tandem affinity purification (TAP) system to study protein-protein
interaction(s) between HIV-1 IN and host cell co-factors. The particular objectives of this
research work were:

(i)

To set up optimum condition for Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) system to
identify new cellular binding partners of IN.

(ii)

To confirm the interaction by in vivo co-immunoprecipitation assay.

(iii) Functional analysis of identified co-factors during HIV-1 replication
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CHAPTER II

MATERIALS A D METHODS

2.1

Construction of different plasmid vectors:

In the research work, one of our objectives was to pull-down and detect new host cell
factors that might be interacting with HIV-1 IN. To do that, three TAP-IN sequence
containing plasmids were constructed, previously: (i) pYEF-1-TAP-IN (ii) pNTAP-B-IN
and (iii) pMSCVhyg-TAP-IN. The TAP (Tandem Affinity Purification) tag allows in vivo
binding and pull-down of host cell factors with the protein of interest. The TAP tag was
comprised of two sequences: (a) Streptavidin binding peptide or SBP (amino acid
sequence: MDEKTTGWRGGHVVEGLAGELEQL RARLEHHPQGQREPSGGCKLG)
and (b) Calmodulin binding peptide or CBP (KRRWKKNFIAVSAANRFKKISSSGAL).
The full length cDNA of HIV-1 IN was generated from full length HIV-1 clone, HIV-1
HxBru.

For ectopic expression of TAP-tagged Integrase (i.e. TAP-IN); plasmid vector pYEF-1TAP-IN was constructed with the backbone from pEF-1-PCS-Puro (7.5 kb). The IN
cDNA was cut out from CMV-YFP-IN (described in 91) with BglII and BamH1. Then it
was subcloned into pNTAP-B (4.5 kb) (Stratagene, Catalog # 240103) with he1 and
BamH1 to yield PNTAP-B-IN (transgene expression is driven by CMV promoter). Then the
TAP-tagged IN sequence was cut out from pNTAP-B-IN with he1 and BamH1 and was
subcloned into pEF-1-PCS-PURO between he1 and BamH1 sites and the newly
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constructed plasmid was named pYEF-1-TAP-IN. To construct pMSCVhyg-TAP-IN,
BamH1/BamH1 fragment of TAP-IN was cut from pYEF-1-TAP-IN and was subcloned
into pMSCVhyg-MCS-Puro.

Construction of codon-optimized pYEF-1-TAP-I

opt

and pAcGFP1-C1-I

opt

:

Codon-optimized IN cDNA from pUC57-IN was cut out with BamH1 and Xho1 and
subcloned in pNTAP to construct pNTAP-B-INopt. From pNTAP-B-INopt vector TAP-IN
sequence was cut out with he1 and Xho1 and was subcloned in pEF-1-MCS-Puro
ultimately to construct pYEF-1-TAP-INopt. To construct a codon-optimized pAcGFP1C1-INopt: optimized IN cDNA was cut out from pNTAP-B-IN with BamH1 and Xho1 and
was inserted into pAcGFP1-C1 between BamH1/BamH1 sites.

Construction of SVCMV-YFP-I fusion expressor:

The SVCMV-YFP-IN fusion expressor was constructed from the amplified HxBru IN
cDNA, which was pre-amplified from HIV-1 HxBru provirus. The primers used for PCR
were 5´-BglII (5´-GCCAGATCTTTCTTAGATGGAATAGATAAG-3´) and 3´-BamH1
primers (5´-CTAAACGGATCCATGTTCTAA-3´), respectively. After the PCR, the
amplified fragments were digested with restriction enzymes BglII and BamH1. The
digested fragment was then cloned in frame to the 3´ end of the EYFP cDNA of a pEYFP
vector (BD Biosciences Clontech).
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To generate C-terminal deletion mutant construct of IN i.e. SVCMV-YFP-IN1-212: cDNA
fragment encoding amino acids from 1 to 212 of IN was produced by PCR with primers
5´-BglII (5´- CAATTCCCGGGTTTGTATGTCTGTTTGC-3´) and 3´-XmaI IN212 (5´CAATTCCCGGGTTTGTATGTCTGTTTGC-3´), respectively. This fragment was then
digested with and inserted into the pEYFP-C1 vector at BglII and XmaI sites.

SVCMVin-I -YFP substitution mutation construct:
The substitution mutants YFP-INK159P, YFP-INV165A, YFP-INA179P, YFP-INKR186,7AA were
generated by a two-step PCR-based method (120) using primers 5´- IN-HindIII-ATG
and 3´-IN-Asp718, and complementary primers containing required mutations. The
amplified, mutant cDNAs were cloned into pEYFP-C1 vector. Then all the constructs
were subcloned into SVCMV vector so ensure better expression efficiency of each fusion
protein under the influence of strong cytomegalovirus immediate early gene promoter.
Presence of corresponding mutations was confirmed by sequencing.

Construction of T7-SF3A3 plasmid:
To generate a T7-SF3A3 fusion expressor, the full-length wild-type SF3A3 (Origene)
cDNA

was

amplified

by

PCR

CTAAGGGGGATCCGAGACAATACT-3ʹ)

using

a

5´-BamH1

primer

(5´-

and

a

3´-Not1Cla1

primer

(5´-

GCCCAAAAGCTGAGCATCGATGCGGCCGCCTAGAGC-3ʹ). The amplified SF3A3
fragment was cloned in-frame at the 3ʹ end of the T7 cDNA in a CMV-T7 vector.
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2.2

Virus production:

The 4.3-Bru∆Bgl/Luc (Luc+/env-) single cycle replication-competent provirus was
constructed where nef gene was replaced by a firefly luciferase gene. RT/IN/Envdefective HIV-1 provirus was used as a backbone to generate a proviral clone with
genotype 5´-LTR (Long Terminal Repeat) + gag+ pol+ vif+ vpr+ tat+ rev+ vpu+ envnef-. From the backbone provirus; the sequence from ApaI site through to SalI (i.e. 1556
to 5329, NL4.3 transcription initiation begins at +1 of 1556) was removed and replaced
with a corresponding sequence from HIV-1 provirus HxBru. The 4.3 GFP+/nef- virus
was a generous gift from Dr. Eric Cohen from the University of Montreal, and possess a
GFP gene in place of nef.

2.3

Cell lines:

293T human embryonic kidney cells and HeLa cells were maintained and cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (10% FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (1% P/S), at 37 ˚C in 5% CO2
incubator.

2.4

Transfection method:

Transfection (or co-transfection during co-immunoprecipitation) of relevant vector DNA
in 293T cells was carried out after a confluency of 50% to 60% was achieved using
standard calcium phosphate DNA precipitation method. To optimize protein expression,
0.5 µl of proteasomal inhibitor MG-132 (Calbiochem) was added to the plates
approximately 16 hours before cell-lysis.
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2.4.1 Direct lysis method:
To check the ability and efficiency of the expression vectors (i.e. pYEF-1-TAP-IN,
pNTAP and pMSCV-hyg) to express TAP-IN, and also, to check the expression of
GFP/YFP (green fluorescent protein/yellow fluorescent protein), 293T cells were
transfected with relevant plasmid. 48 hours after transfection cells were lysed with 0.5%
NP-40 (in M199 medium) for 30 minutes on ice with manual shaking in every 5 minutes.
Then, after centrifugation in 14,000 rpm for 20 minutes, the supernatant was collected,
mixed with 1X Laemmli buffer, and run on 12.5% SDS-PAGE gel. Then the gel was
subjected to western blot analysis to check the expression of desired protein.

2.5

Modified Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) protocol :

The Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) system is comparatively a new tool to study
protein-protein interactions. This method is characterized by combination of two
purification steps of a desired protein or protein complex of interest by using two
different affinity purification tags in a tandem manner with subsequent mass
spectrometric identification of unknown components of the protein complex. In this
method two consecutive purification steps are performed using two different affinity
purification tags (streptavidin binding peptide tag and calmodulin binding peptide tag)
Treatment of cell lysate with streptavidin and calmodulin beads/resin and subsequent
mild washing and elution conditions allow for isolation of desired interacting proteins
without destabilizing the targeted complex.
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We decided to employ this system to study and identify cellular in vivo interactions
between HIV-1 IN and other cellular factors. For each plasmid vector, 293T cells were
grown in six big culture dishes (in order to get, finally, 107 cells) and were transfected
with pYEF-1-TAP-INopt or with pYEF-1-TAP (as control). Then the cells were lysed
and cell-lysate was subjected to Tandem Affinity purification (TAP) protocol as per
supplier’s instruction.

Collection of 293T cells:
Transfected 293T cells were washed three times with PBS and then, using 5 ml ice-cold
PBS, cells were collected by centrifuging for 10 minutes at 1500 × g. The PBS was
removed before purifying the protein complexes.

Preparation of the Protein Extracts:
All steps were performed at 4˚C to prevent the interacting proteins from dissociating.
Cells were resuspended in 6 ml of TAP lysis buffer (Stratagene, cat. no. 240107 ) in a
polypropylene centrifuge tube and then were subjected to three successive rounds of
freeze-thawing by incubating the cells on dry ice for 10 minutes to freeze the cells,
followed by incubating the cells for 10 minutes in cold water to thaw the cells. After
centrifuging at 16,000 × g for 10 minutes to pellet the cell debris the supernatant was
collected. To each milliliter of cell lysate, 0.5 M EDTA and 14.4 M β-mercaptoethanol
(provided) were added.
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Preparing the Streptavidin Resin:
300 ul 50% streptavidin resin (taken out by sterile cut-tips) slurry was centrifuged at 1500
× g for 5 minutes. The resin was resuspended in 1 ml of streptavidin binding buffer
(SBB) and was re-centrifuged at 1500 × g for 5 minutes to collect the resin. The resin was
resuspended in 150 ul streptavidin binding buffer (SBB).

Purifying the Protein Complexes Using Streptavidin Resin:
The washed streptavidin resin (50% slurry), 150 ul, was added to the cell lysate. The
tubes containing cell lysate was rotated at 4°C for over-night to allow the tagged proteins
to bind to the resin. The resin was collected by centrifugation at 1500 × g for 5 minutes.
The resin was resuspended in 1 ml of SBB by rotating the tube at 4°C for 5 minutes and
this wash step was repeated. The resin was collected by centrifugation at 1500 × g for 5
minutes. 600 ul streptavidin elution buffer (SEB) was added to the resin and was
incubated for one and half hour at 4˚C to elute the protein complexes. The resin was
collected by centrifugation and the supernatant was carefully transferred to a fresh tube
(the supernatant contained the eluted proteins). The supernatant (600 ul) was
concentrated down to 20 ul by a DNA SpeedVacTM SpeedVac Model DNA110 (from
Savant) for approximately 30 minutes. On the other hand, the beads were washed three
times with (1 ml X 3 times) with streptavidin binding buffer (SBB).
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2.6

SDS-PAGE analysis:

Preparation of samples:
20 ul of sample was mixed with 20 ul of NuPAGE® LDS sample buffer (4X) (Invitrogen,
Cat. # NP0007), 8 ul of NuPAGE® Reducing agent (10X) ((Invitrogen, Cat. # NP0004)) and
32 ul of sterile deionized water. Again, in case of 150 ul of Streptavidin beads: 37.5 ul of
NuPAGE® LDS sample buffer (4X), 15 ul of NuPAGE® Reducing agent (10X) and 97.5
ul of sterile deionized water mixed. Samples were boiled in 100˚C and then centrifuged
in 7000 rpm for 3-4 min.

Preparation of running buffer:
1X SDS running buffer was prepared by adding 50 ml 20X NuPAGE® MOPS SDS
running buffer (Invitrogen, Cat # NP0001) to 950 ml of deionized water.

Loading of running buffer:
The XCell SurelockTM Mini-Cell (Invitrogen, Cat # EI10001), i.e. the gel tank, was set up
for SDS-PAGE run and the upper buffer chamber of the tank was filled with 200 ml 1X
NuPAGE® MOPS SDS running buffer. 500 ul NuPAGE® antioxidant (Cat. # NP0005)
was added in the buffer of the upper buffer chamber. The lower buffer chamber was filled
with 600 ml 1X NuPAGE® MOPS SDS running buffer.
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Loading and run of the sample:
25 ul of diluted protein sample was loaded in the wells of NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% BisTris gel (8X8 cm) (Invitrogen, Cat# NP0321Box) set up in the gel tank. The gel was then
run in 80 V for approximately 45 min, and then in 116 V for approximately three hours.

2.7 Silver Staining Protocol:
For mass spectrometry-compatible silver staining; SilverQuestTM Silver Staining Kit
from Invitrogen (Cat. # LC6070) was used (all incubation steps were done on a rotary
shaker rotating at a speed of one revolution/sec at room temperature. To avoid keratin
contamination; precautions were taken as much as possible using hand gloves, face mask,
head covers, lab coat and covering the gel container with aluminium foil etc). Briefly,
after electrophoresis, the gel was rinsed shortly with ultrapure water. Then the gel was
fixed in 100 ml of fixative solution (ethanol 40 ml, acetic acid 10 ml and water to make
100 ml) for 20 minutes. Then the fixative solution was decanted and the gel was washed
in 30% ethanol for 10 minutes. After decanting the ethanol the gel was sensitized in 100
ml of sensitizing solution (ethanol 30 ml, sensitizer 10 ml and water to 100 ml) for 10
minutes. After decanting the sensitizing solution the gel was again washed in 100 ml of
30% ethanol for 10 minutes with subsequent wash in ultrapure water for 10 minutes.
Then the gel was incubated with the staining solution (stainer 1 ml, water to 100 ml) for
15 minutes and after decanting the staining solution the gel was washed with ultrapure
water for 20-30 seconds. Then the gel was incubated in 100 ml of developing solution
(developer 10 ml, developer enhancer 1 drop, water to 100 ml) for 4-8 minutes until
bands started to reappear and the desired band intensity was reached. As soon as the
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desired staining intensity was achieved, 10 ml of stopper solution was added onto the gel
still immersed in the developing solution, rotated for further 10 minutes. Color change
from pink to colorless indicated stop of the development. Finally, the stopper solution
was decanted and the gel was washed with 100 ml of ultrapure water for 10 minutes.

2.8 Destaining For Mass Spectrometry:
After silver staining the silver ions were removed from the protein bands, before the
bands were subjected to in-gel trypsin digestion, by the following protocol provided with
the SilverQuestTM Silver Staining Kit from Invitrogen (Cat. # LC6070):
After completion of silver staining, the gel was washed thoroughly with ultrapure water.
Then the gel was placed on a box lamp and distinctive bands of interest were excised
using separate clean scalpels and the gel piece was placed into separate 1.5 ml
microcentrifuge tube. 50 ul destainer A and 50 ul destainer B were added to each
microcentrifuge tube and the contents of the tubes were mixed thoroughly by vortexing
at room temperature for 15 minutes. After a quick centrifuge, the supernatant was
removed using sterile pipette tip. Then, to wash the gel pieces, 200 ul of ultrapure water
was added to the tube and vortexed for 10 minutes at room temperature. The wash step
was repeated twice, then samples were treated for in gel digestion.

2.9 Coomassie Blue Gel Staining Protocol:
Mass spectrometry compatible Coomassie blue staining was also done for a gel using the
following protocol available on line: (http://sr.burnham.org/sr/homepage/proteomics/
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coomassie.html) (To avoid keratin contamination precautions were taken as much as
possible using hand gloves, face mask, head covers, lab coat and covering the gel
container with aluminium foil etc). The gel was incubated in 100 ml of Coomassie stain
solution (0.2 % Brilliant Blue R-250 from FisherBiotech, Cat. # BP 101-25, 20%
methanol, 0.5% acetic acid dissolved in ultrapure water) for 60 minutes. Then the gel was
rinsed briefly in ultrapure water. To destain, the gel was rotated in 100 ml of 30%
methanol with replacement of destaining solution in every 30 minutes over a destaining
period of 2 hours. After adequate destaining, the gel was stored in 0.5% acetic acid. Then
appropriate gel bands were excised with clear, separate scalpels, put in sterile eppendorf
tubes and were cut into smaller pieces inside the tubes so that trypsin can reach to the
proteins within the gel well. Later, the gel bands were subjected to in-gel digestion.

2.10 In-gel Digestion:
The gel bands in eppendwarf tubes were initially washed with 600 µl of 100 mM
ammonium bicarbonate (AB) and 400 µl of acetonitrile (ACN) by vortexing for 10 min.
After a quick centrifuge supernatant was removed. Then 200 µl of ACN was added to the
pellet, mixed for 2 minutes and after a quick centrifuge the supernatant was removed.
Again, 600 µl of AB was added and mixed for 5 minutes. Then 400 µl of ACN was
added and mixed for 10 min. After a quick centrifuge supernatant was removed. 200 µl of
ACN was added and vortexed for 2 min. After a short spin, the supernatant was removed.
Whole wash steps were repeated until no stain was visible in gel pieces.
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Reduction & Alkylation:
100 µl freshly prepared dithiothreitol (DTT) was added to the gel pieces and were
incubated for 45 min at 56 °C (or 1 hr at 37 °C). After a short spin, the supernatant was
removed and cooled for 5 min. Then 50 µl Iodoacetamide (IA) was added and was
incubated for 30 minutes in dark at room temperature. Then after short spin, supernatant
was removed. Then, the gel pieces were washed with AB and ACN as described earlier.

Digestion:
The contents in the tubes were vacuum dried (until gels were not over-dried) by a DNA
SpeedVacTM SpeedVac Model DNA110 (Savant). Then 50 µl trypsin solution (5 ng/µl)
was added to the tubes. It was ensured that gel-pieces were swollen and submerged in
trypsin solution. Then the tubes were incubated in ice for 2 hrs (this step was supposed to
allow enough time to enable trypsin to reach proteins inside the gel). After a short
centrifuge the tubes were incubated for overnight at 37 °C.

Collection of Peptide:
80 µl 0.1% formic acid and 80 µl acetonitrile were added to the tubes and mixed for 20
min. To the supernatant, 200 µl Acetonitrile was added and mixed for 2 min to shrink the
gel. Again, the supernatant was collected and whole wash step was repeated as above
with formic acid and acetonitrile, until gel is not completely shrunk. Then the collected
extract was vacuum dried. Finally, samples were analyzed by mass spectrometry.
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2.11 LC-MS/MS Configuration:
Nanoflow LC (Liquid Chromatography) of tryptic peptide samples was preformed with
an Agilent 1100 nanoflow LC system equipped with a C18 pre-column (Zorbax 300SBC18, 5µm, 5 mm × 0.3 mm, Agilent) and a C18 analytical column (Zorbax 300SB-C18,
3.5 µm, 15 cm × 75 µm, Agilent). The aqueous mobile phase (solution A) contained 5%
acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid, and the organic mobile phase (solution B) contained
95% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid. Samples (5-µl injected) were loaded and washed
on the pre-column for 5 minutes with solution A at 50 ul/min. Peptides were then eluted
off the pre-column and through the analytical column with a 125-minute gradient from 1
to 40% solution B, 5-minute gradient from 40% to 95% solution B, and a 5-minute rinse
with 95% solution B at a flow rate of 250 nl/min. The columns were immediately reequilibrated for 10-minutes at initial conditions (100% solution A for the pre-column and
1% solution B for the analytical column). Eluting peptides were injected via nanospray
source into a QStar XL Qq-TOF (Applied Biosystems). The ion source was equipped
with a 50-µm inner-diameter, fuse-silica needle with a 15-µm tip (PicoTip Emitter, New
Objective). Data dependant acquisition was used with a 10 second cycle: 1-second
interval for acquiring intact peptide signal (MS), and three 3-second intervals for
collision induced dissociation of the 3 most intense peptides signals in the initial 1second interval (MS/MS). The MS m/z range was 350 to 1500, and the MS/MS m/z range
was 70 to 2000. Collision energy was automatically determined by the data acquisition
software (Analyst QS 1.1). MS/MS data was acquired for the entire LC run.
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2.12

Data analysis:

The Mascot search engine (Matrix Science, London, UK; version 2.1.03) was used to
search the NCBInr (20070922) database with the MS/MS data. The search parameters
were as follows: taxonomy was restricted to Homo sapiens, protein molecular weight was
unrestricted, fixed modification was carbamidomethyl (C), variable modification was
Oxidation (M), peptide and fragment mass tolerance was ± 0.4 Da, and up to one missed
cleavage was allowed.

2.13 Criteria for Protein Identification:
Scaffold (version Scaffold-01_06_19, Proteome Software Inc., Portland, OR) was used to
validate MS/MS based peptide and protein identifications. Individual Peptide
identifications were accepted if they could be established at greater than 95.0%
probability as specified by the Peptide Prophet algorithm (119), while protein
identifications were accepted if they could be established at greater than 80% probability
and had at least 2 identified peptides. Protein probabilities were assigned by the Protein
Prophet algorithm (121). Proteins that contained similar peptides and could not be
differentiated based on MS/MS analysis alone were grouped.

2.14

Co-immunoprecipitation:

293T cells were co-transfected with specific or relevant expression plasmids and 18 hours
before cell lysis 50mM MG-132 (proteasome inhibitor from Calbiochem) was added to
each dish. After 48 hours of transfection, cells were lysed by 0.25% NP-40 (0.25% NP-40
in M-199 medium plus protease inhibitor cocktail from Roche) on ice for 30 minutes
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(with gentle mixing in every 5 minutes). After centrifugation in 14,000 rpm for 5
minutes, supernatants were treated with glass-beads to ensure mechanical breakage of
cell-lysate. After centrifugation in 14,000 rpm at 4˚C, supernatant was pre-cleared by 100
ul sephadex beads by rotating the tubes containing the supernatant at 4˚C for minimum 2
hours. After centrifugation, 0.8 ul anti-GFP antibody (rabbit) was added to each
supernatant and was again rotated at 4˚C overnight followed by rotation of supernatant
with 100 ul protein A sepharose for 2 hours at 4˚C. Then, the beads were collected by
centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 2 minutes at 4˚C. Finally, the beads were washed with 800
ul of lysis buffer for 3 times. For western analysis: co-immunoprecipitated proteins were
re-suspended in 30-40 ul of Laemmli buffer (4X) followed by boiling of the tubes for 5
minutes at 100˚C and centrifuge at 7000 rpm for 3-5 minutes. Then the supernatant was
run on 12.5 % SDS-PAGE gel.

2.15

Western blot:

Western blot was done to detect the TAP-purified proteins or the co-immunoprecipitated
proteins. Having resolved on an SDS-PAGE gel, the proteins were transferred for overnight onto a nitrocellulose membrane using transfer buffer (20% methanol, tris and
glycine). After blocking in 5% skim milk for 1 hour at room temperature and subsequent
wash in 1X PBS, the membrane was rotated with relevant primary antibody [e.g. antiintegrase 1: 4000 (rabbit) (Cat. no. 757, obtained through the AIDS Research Reference
Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, National Institutes of Health.), anti-T7
1:5000 (mouse, Novagen, Cat. # 69522-3), anti-SF3A3 1:2000 (mouse, Abcam, Cat. #
ab56823), anti-GFP 1:4000 (rabbit, Invitrogen, A6455), anti-γ-actin 1:1000 (rabbit,
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Abcam, ab84479), anti-β-tubulin 1:10,000 (rabbit, Abcam, Cat. # 15568), anti-histone H1
1:250 (mouse, Abcam, Cat. # ab4269), anti-histone H4 1:1000 (mouse, Abcam, ab17036)
etc] for overnight. After washing four times with PBS for 15 minutes each, the membrane
was rotated with relevant HRP-conjugated secondary antibody for 1 hour at
concentrations specified by manufacturers. Finally, the membrane was washed again four
times followed by incubation with Western LightningTM Chemiluminescence Reagent
Plus (PerkinElmer, Cat. No. NEL103) according to the manufacturers protocol. The film
was exposed for 10 seconds to 20 minutes (depending on the protein of interest) and was
developed in a developer machine (Bio-Rad, Gel Doc 2000) to check the expression
and/or binding of desired protein bands.

2.16

Establishment of shR A-mediated knockout cell line:

Transfection:
1.3 X 106 293T cells were cultured in small dishes and after 50-60 % of confluency cells
were co-transfected with plasmids expressing VSV-G (vesicular stomatitis virus G)
glycoprotein, ∆8.2 (Gag-Pol), respectively and also with lentiviral vector pLKO.1
expressing

shRNA

against

SF3A3

(from

Open

Biosystems;

1st

clone

ID

TRCN0000050533, sequence:5´-CCGGGCCAACACG TAGACAGACTATCTCGAGA
TAGTCTGTCTACGTGTTGGCTTTTTG-3´, 2nd clone ID TRCN0000050534,sequence:
CCGGCCAAGGTTCCATTAAGTGAATCTCGAGATTCACTTAATGGAACCTTGGT
TTTTG, 3rd clone ID TRCN0000050535, sequence: CCGGCGTGCATACCTATGGCTT
GATCTCGAGATCAAGCCATAGGTATGCACGTTTTTG). Supernatant, containing
viral-like particles (VLPs), was collected 48 hours and 72 hours post-transfection. After
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clearing the supernatant by centrifuging for 15 minutes in 3000 rpm at 4˚C, the VLPs
were pelleted from supernatant by ultra centrifuge in 35,000 rpm for 90 minutes at 4˚C.
Then the viral-like pellets were re-suspended in 1 ml of DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagles Medium from Thermo Scientific) and stored in -80˚C.

Transduction:
0.5 X 106 HeLa cells were cultured in 6-well plate and after 50-60% of confluency, 1.5
ml media was removed from the wells and cells were transduced with 100 ul of VLP
(100 pmol).

Selection with puromycin and check for efficient knock down:
After adequate incubation (usually more than 24 hours) puromycin was added in all wells
(initially 2 µg/ml of media, then 1 ug/ml). If cells were dead in the control well, some
cells, from treatment wells, were lysed and establishment of SF3A3-knockout cell line
(i.e. absence of SF3A3) was checked by western blot. Rest of the cells in treatment wells
were continued to culture for luciferase assay.

2.17

Luciferase assay:

In 293T cells, a single-cycle replicating virus, with VSV-G pseudotyped, was produced
as described previously (reviewed in 113). Briefly, 293T cells were co-transfected with
an RT/IN/Env-deleted HIV-1 provirus NLluc∆Bgl∆RI, each CMV-Vpr-RT-IN
(wt/mutant) expression plasmid and a VSV-G expression plasmid. After 48 h of
transfection, viruses were collected and concentrated from the supernatants by
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ultracentrifugation at 35,000 RPM for 2 h. Virus titers were quantified using HIV-1 p24
Antigen Capture Assay Kit (purchased from the NCIFrederick AIDS Vaccine Program).
Equal amounts of viruses (adjusted by virion-associated p24 levels) were used to infect
SF3A3-knockout HeLa cells overnight at 37°C. At 48 h post-infection, 1 × 106 cells from
each sample were collected and lysed with 50 µL of luciferase lysis buffer (Fisher
Scientific Inc). A 10 µL aliquot of cell lysate was subjected to the luciferase assay by
using a POLARstar OPTIMA (BMG LABTECH, Germany), and the luciferase activity
was valued as relative light units (RLU).

2.17.1 Statistical Analysis:
A two-tailed, two-sample Student t test was used to calculate p values for differences in
means between two groups. The data are expressed as means ± SEM. For statistical
inference, a p-value of 0.05 was considered significant.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

3.1

Generation and efficiency testing of TAP-I expressing vectors :

Three expression vectors were constructed by fusing HIV-1 IN cDNA to the 3´ end of
TAP tag in each respective plasmid: (a) pYEF-1-TAP-IN, (b) pNTAP-B-IN and (c)
pMSCV-hyg-IN. To check the ability and efficiency of these expression vectors to
express TAP-IN, 293T cells were transfected with these expression vectors separately. 48
hours after transfection cells were lysed with 0.5% NP-40 and was subjected to direct
lysis method as described in “Materials and Methods” section. Another CMV-YFP
(expressing yellow fluorescent protein) vector was used as positive control to check the
efficiency of transfection. Western blot analysis with anti-Integrase antibody (rabbit,
1:2000) showed that only pYEF-1-TAP-IN could express the Tap-tagged Integrase
having a molecular weight of 40 kDa (Figure 4). The observed band of TAP-IN was too
strong, may be, due to too higher concentration of anti-integrase antibody and inadequate
washing during western blot. The other expression vectors, i.e. pNTAP-B-IN and
pMSCV-hyg-TAP, failed to express TAP-IN as was evident from western blot analysis
(Fig.4). Later, a codon-optimized pYEF-1-TAP-IN was constructed and used in
subsequent pull-down experiment using the tandem affinity purification system.
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Fig. 4: Western blot analysis to determine suitable expression vector expressing TAPI : 293T cells were transfected separately with 5 ug of each vector and 48 hours posttransfection cells were lysed with 0.5% NP-40. During western blot the membrane was
probed with anti-IN antibody. It is clearly evident that only pYEF-1-TAP-IN showed
expression of TAP-IN, while other vectors failed to express. CMV-YFP was used as
positive control to check efficiency of expression.
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3.2

Codon-optimized HIV-1 I cD A can confer robust expression of I :

After observing expression only in pYEF-1-TAP-IN, we presumed that codon-optimized
HIV-1 IN (Integrase) cDNA would have better expression of Integrase protein and so
better interactions would occur between HIV-1 IN (Integrase) and host cell factors. We
used a codon optimized (i.e. humanized) HIV-1 IN (integrase) (codon optimization was
done by Genscript) supplied in pUC57-IN. IN cDNA from this plasmid was cut out with

BamH1 and Xho1 and subcloned in pNTAP to construct pNTAP-INopt. From pNTAP-BINopt vector TAP-IN sequence was cut out with he1 and Xho1 and was subcloned in
pEF-1-MCS-Puro ultimately to construct pYEF-1-TAP-INopt.

Then 293T cells were transfected with pYEF-1-TAP-INopt (IN was optimized), pYEF-1TAP-INnon-opt (IN was non-optimized) and pYEF-1-TAP separately. 48 hours after
transfection, cells were lysed with TAP lysis buffer using a lysis protocol outlined in
Materials and Methods section. After electrophoresis on a 12.5% SDS-PAGE gel,
proteins were probed by western blot using anti-IN (rabbit, 1:5000) antibody. Optimized
IN showed strong expression of IN, while non-optimized IN showed very weak
expression (Fig. 5). This experiment validates use of codon-optimized Integrase that
should allow more efficient and broader range of interactions between integrase and host
cell factors.
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Fig. 5: Western blot analysis showing robust expression of codon-optimized I :
293T cells were transfected with corresponding plasmid vectors (as shown in the picture)
and 48 hours after transfection cells were lysed by TAP lysis buffer. During western blot,
codon-optimized TAP-IN showed robust expression, while non-optimized TAP-IN
showed poorer expression. pYEF-1-TAP was used as a negative control.
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3.3 To set up optimum conditions for Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) system
to identify new cellular binding partners of I .

The next objective was to optimize empirical conditions for the tandem affinity
purification (TAP) system to study protein-protein interactions between HIV-1 IN and
host cell factors. After transfecting 293T cells with pYEF-1-TAP-INopt (that showed
strong expression of IN), collection and lysis of cells , extraction and purification of
protein complexes (all steps were done according to the TAP protocol mentioned in the
Material and Methods section); we ran samples from different stages of the protocol e.g.
samples (both streptavidin beads and supernatant) after elution with streptavidin elution
buffer, samples (both calmodulin beads and final supernatant) after elution with
calmodulin elution buffer. But for repeated times, after silver/Coomassie staining of
SDS-PAGE gel, we got no bands from samples from calmodulin beads and or the final
supernatant and got protein bands only from streptavidin beads and relevant supernatant
(Fig. 6). So, it was determined that treatment of the cell lysate with streptavidin beads
was enough for such study and although, many protein bands were commonly present in
both lanes, only those protein bands were considered, to be sent for mass spectrometry,
which were present only in pYEF-1-TAP-IN lane but not in pYEF-1-TAP (i.e. control
lane). Subsequent in-gel trypsin digestion and mass spectrometry revealed presence of
previously reported as well as new but putative cellular interacting partners of HIV-1
integrase (Table 1).
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Fig. 6: Silver-stained gel shows presence/absence of TAP-purified protein samples
in different fractions of the TAP system: 293T cells were separately transfected with
pYEF-1-TAP-INopt and pYEF-1-TAP, lysed by TAP lysis buffer and interacting proteins
were extracted and purified after step-wise incubation with streptavidin beads, washing,
elution, again incubation with calmodulin beads, washing and elution – as per
manufacturer’s protocol. Finally, extracted samples were run on a 12.5 % SDS-PAGE gel
and the gel was stained by silver staining protocol.

Only eluate after elution with

streptavidin elution buffer showed some visible, distinctive protein bands. (TAP = pYEF1-TAP, TAP-IN = pYEF-1-TAP-INopt).
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3.4

Silver staining and Coomassie staining of TAP-purified protein samples:

Having treated the cell-lysate by modified Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) system,
the final sample supernatant was run on NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris gel. After
silver staining (Fig.7) or Coomassie staining (Fig. 8) of the gel as described in the
materials and methods section, a good no. of prospective bands were found in pYEF-1TAP-IN lane but not in pYEF-1-TAP lane.
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50 kDa

37 kDa
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Fig. 7:

Silver stained gel shows better resolution of the TAP-purified protein

complexes. 293T cells were separately transfected with pYEF-1-TAP-INopt and pYEF-1TAP, lysed by TAP lysis buffer and interacting proteins were extracted and purified by
incubating only with streptavidin beads, after washing and then eluting with streptavidin
elution buffer. After elution: streptavidin beads and final supernatant (i.e. eluate) were
run on a NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris gel. After silver staining of the gel as
described in the materials and methods section, a good no. of prospective bands were
seen in TAP-IN lane but not in TAP lane. (TAP = pYEF-1-TAP,
TAP-INopt)
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Fig. 8: Coomassie-stained
putative HIV-1 I

uPageTM(4-12%) Bis-Tris gel shows pulled-down

interactors. 293T cells were separately transfected with pYEF-1-

TAP-INopt and pYEF-1-TAP, lysed by TAP lysis buffer and interacting proteins were
extracted and purified by incubating only with streptavidin beads, after washing and then
after eluting with streptavidin elution buffer. After elution: streptavidin beads and final
supernatant (i.e. eluate) were run on a NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris gel. After
Coomassie staining of the gel as described in the materials and methods section, a good
no. of prospective bands were seen in TAP-IN lane but not in TAP lane. Putative bands
were cut, in-gel digested and subjected to mass spectrometry. (TAP = pYEF-1-TAP,
TAP-IN = pYEF-1-TAP-INopt). Of note: accidentally, prospective gel bands were cut
first, then photograph was taken.
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3.5

Identification of new putative cellular partners of HIV-1 Integrase (I ) by

mass spectrometry:

After Coomassie staining of the gel, putative bands were cut out and were exposed to ingel trypsin digestion. Finally, the digested proteins from gel-bands were subjected to
mass spectrometry [LC-MS/MS, QStar XL Qq-TOF (Applied Biosystems)]. From the
mass spectrometric data we got two previously-identified cellular interacting partners of
HIV-1 IN: (i) Chaperonin (Heat Shock Protein 60 or HSP60) (Homo sapiens) (ii) βtubulin (Homo sapiens). Identification of previously reported cellular co-factors of IN
validates the overall modified TAP system.

However, the most important observation from the mass spectrometric data was
identification of three new but putative cellular co-factors of HIV-1 Integrase (IN) : (i)
ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex, alpha subunit 1,
cardiacmuscle [Homo sapiens] (ii) Histone H1.2 (Homo sapiens) and (iii) Gamma-actin
[Homo sapiens]. The proteins identified by mass spectrometry are summarized in the
table 1 as well as the mass spectra are given below :
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Fig. 9: Representative LC/MS/MS data for host interacting partners of HIV-1 I .
(A) ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex, alpha subunit 1 peptide
AVDSLVPGR (B) Gamma actin peptide AVFPSVGRPR (C) Histone H1.2 peptide
ALAAAGYDVEK. The ‘b” and “y” ion series provide amino acid sequence information.
The b-ion series (shown in red) is read from the N-terminus to C-terminus, while the yion series (shown in blue) is read from the C-terminus to N-terminus, providing thus
complementary sequence information. Other minor fragments resulted from peptide
fragmentations at other sites are shown in green.
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#

1

Data File
Name & Link
to Mascot
Results
20091222-0040043-00412+
gel y1

Top Listed Hit

Description
(Homo
sapiens)

Mass

Score

Total
protein
hits

Total
unique
peptides

Previously
reported ?

gi|306890

Chaperonin
(HSP60)

61157

642

23

42

Yes
(Parissi et
al. 2001)

59785

398

7

14

No

31598

481

64

71

--

2

20091222-0050043-00412+
gel y2

gi|127798841

3

20091222-0060043-00412+
gel y3
20091222-0070043-00412+
gel d1
20091222-0110043-00412+
gel d5

gi|196167663

ATP
synthase, H+
transporting,
mitochondrial
F1 complex,
alpha subunit
1, cardiacmuscle
HIV-1 IN

gi|4885375

Histone H1.2

10359

422

10

23

No

gi|4501887

Gamma-actin

42151

745

106

118

No

20091222-0120043-00412+
gel d6

gi|29788785

Beta-tubulin

50095

1040

160

151

Yes
(Turlure
et al.
2004)

4

5

6
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Table 1: Putative interacting partners of HIV-1 Integrase (I ) identified by mass
spectrometry: Mass spec data analysis was done using the Mascot search engine (Matrix
Science, London, UK; version 2.1.03). Note that chaperonin (HSP60) and β-tubulin were
reported earlier, while the others were not, making them new, putative candidate as
cellular cofactor for HIV-1 IN.
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3.6

Identification of HIV-1 Integrase (I ) itself in TAP-purified protein sample:

To check the expression of HIV-1 Integrase (IN) itself in TAP-purified protein samples,
TAP-purified protein samples were run on an SDS-PAGE gel and probed with antiIntegrase antibody (rabbit, 1: 4000) by western blot analysis. Western blot analysis
revealed the presence of TAP-tagged HIV-1 Integrase (IN) in the TAP-purified protein
complex in a position of 40 kDa (32 kDa Integrase plus 8 kDa TAP tag) (Fig. 10). This
identification clearly proved that the cellular factors identified by mass spectrometry
were cellular co-factors of HIV-1 Integrase (IN).
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Fig. 10: Western blot analysis can detect HIV-1 I

itself in TAP-purified protein

complex: 293T cells were transfected with pYEF-1-TAP-INopt, lysed by TAP lysis buffer
and interacting proteins were extracted and purified by incubating only with streptavidin
beads, after washing and then after eluting with streptavidin elution buffer. After elution:
streptavidin beads and final supernatant (i.e. eluate) were run on a NuPAGE® Novex 412% Bis-Tris gel. In western blot analysis, the membrane was probed with anti-IN
(rabbit) antibody which showed IN band in TAP-IN lane but not in TAP lane. (TAP =
pYEF-1-TAP, TAP-IN = pYEF-1-TAP-INopt).
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3.7 Identification of gamma-actin and β-tubulin in TAP-purified protein sample:
From tandem affinity purification experiment coupled with mass spectrometry, it has
been shown that the new approach could identify totally five host cell factors. Among
them two are novel: (i) Histone H1.2 and (ii) ATP synthase alpha subunit 1. The
remaining three, previously reported by different groups, were: (i) Chaperonin (HSP60)
(ii) Gamma-actin and (iii) β-tubulin.

The next step was to verify the interaction of these endogenous factors, with HIV-1 IN, in
TAP-purified protein samples. The samples were run on an SDS-PAGE gel and by
western blot they were probed with relevant antibodies i.e. anti-HSP60 (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Inc., conc. 1:2000), anti-gamma-actin and anti-beta-tubulin. Although,
chaperonin (HSP60) was not identified in the TAP-purified samples by western blot (data
not shown), beta-tubulin (Fig. 11A) and gamma-actin (Fig. 11B) were identified. These
results confirm previous reports that cellular beta-tubulin and gamma-actin interact with
HIV-1 IN.
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Fig. 11: Western blot can detect (A) β-tubulin and (B) γ-actin in TAP-purified
protein complex: 293T cells were transfected with pYEF-1-TAP-INopt and pYEF-1TAP, lysed by TAP lysis buffer and interacting proteins were extracted and purified by
incubating only with streptavidin beads, after washing and then eluting with streptavidin
elution buffer. After elution: streptavidin beads and final supernatant (i.e. eluate) were
run on a NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris gel. During western blot, membrane was
probed with relevant antibodies revealing the fact that TAP-IN can pull down β-tubulin
(in A) and γ-actin (in B) but only TAP can not. (TAP = pYEF-1-TAP, TAP-IN = pYEF1-TAP-INopt).
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3.8

Identification of SF3A3 in TAP-purified protein complex :

Using yeast two-hybrid system and in vitro binding systems, Studamire et al (2008) has
showed that a yeast splicing factor SF3A3 is an interacting partner of HIV-1 Integrase. It
suggests that the human homologue of this yeast protein might also interact with HIV-1
Integrase. To test this possibility, a western blot analysis of the TAP-purified protein
complex with human anti-SF3A3 antibody was performed and the results revealed that a
human SF3A3 protein was co-pulled down with TAP-IN fusion protein, but not with
TAP alone (Fig. 12). This observation indicated that not only yeast SF3A3 but also
human SF3A3 is a host cell partner of HIV-1 Integrase.
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Fig. 12: Western blot analysis can detect human splicing factor SF3A3 in TAPpurified protein complex: 293T cells were transfected with pYEF-1-TAP-INopt and
pYEF-1-TAP, lysed by TAP lysis buffer and interacting proteins were extracted and
purified by incubating only with streptavidin beads, after washing and then eluting with
streptavidin elution buffer. After elution: streptavidin beads and final supernatant (i.e.
eluate) were run on a NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris gel. During western blot,
membrane was probed with anti-SF3A3 antibody showing the presence of SF3A3 in
TAP-purified protein complex. (TAP = pYEF-1-TAP, TAP-IN = pYEF-1-TAP-INopt).
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3.9

Proving the interaction between HIV-1 I

and SF3A3

by in vivo co-

immunoprecipitation assay:

An in vivo co-immunoprecipitation assay was used to confirm the possible interaction
between HIV-1 Integrase and human splicing factor SF3A3. 293T cells were cotransfected with GFP-IN (a reporter gene sequence of green fluorescent protein, GFP,
was fused with HIV-1 Integrase sequence in a plasmid) and T7-SF3A3 (a plasmid that
encodes a T7 tag fused with SF3A3 on the N-terminal). 48 hours after co-transfection,
cells were lysed with 0.25 % NP-40 and cell lysate was subjected to an in vivo coimmunoprecipitation assay as described in Materials and Methods section. In the western
blot analysis, it was found that GFP-IN could pull down T7-SF3A3 while only GFP
could not (Fig. 13A).
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Fig. 13: In vivo co-immunoprecipitation assay shows interaction between human
SF3A3 and HIV-1 I : (A) GFP-IN can interact and pull-down T7-SF3A3. 293T cells
were cotransfected with T7SF3A3 and GFP-IN or GFP. 48 hours after transfection, cells
were lysed by 0.1% NP-40. After treatment with glass-beads, supernatant was pre-cleared
with protein A sephadex beads with subsequent incubation with anti-GFP antibody.
Finally, the mixture was incubated with protein A sepharose. After adequate washing, the
supernatant was run on 12.5 % SDS-PAGE gel and in western blot the membrane was
probed with anti-T7 antibody showing the presence of T7-SF3A3 in the range of app. 60
kDa in GFP-IN lane. (B) and (C) Co-IP experiment defines the binding region: Same CoIP protocol was applied as mentioned in (A). Upper panels show that wild-type IN can
but C-terminal deletion of IN (YFP-IN1-212) can not pull down SF3A3 revealing that the
interaction region is C-terminal domain of IN. (C) also shows that mutations that disrupt
interaction with LEDGF/p75 have no effect on interaction with SF3A3. Lower panels
show expression of YFP in each lane (YFP and GFP are same protein with a few amino
acids change in GFP and so its fluorescence is comparatively stronger). (GFP = pAcGFP-C, GFP-IN = pAc-GFP-C-INwt).
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3.10

Defining the binding region of HIV-1 Integrase and role of different mutants

of HIV-1 I required for interaction with SF3A3:

The next step was to delineate the essential regions or amino acids in HIV-1 IN required
for it’s interaction with SF3A3. Different HIV-1 Integrase mutant expressors were
constructed by fusing each of different IN mutant to C-terminal of YFP (yellow
fluorescent protein) (e.g. K159P, V165A, A179P, KR186, 7AA) or fusing IN mutant
YFP-IN1-212 to a C-terminus of YFP. Mutant constructs were co-transfected with T7SF3A3 in 293T cells. 48 hours after co-transfection, cells were lysed and cell lysate were
subjected to in vivo co-immunoprecipitation assay as described in Materials and Methods
section. In the western blot, it was found that wild type YFP-IN could pull down T7SF3A3 (Fig. 13B) while C-terminal deletion of HIV-I IN (i.e. YFP-IN1-212) could not
(Fig. 13C). Besides, point mutations in HIV-1 Integrase had roughly no negative effects
on interaction between SF3A3 and HIV-1 IN and

moreover, a mutant i.e. YFP-

INKR186,7AA showed more interaction with SF3A3 as was evident by a brighter band in the
gel (Fig. 13C).
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3.11

Determining the effect of SF3A3-knockdown on HIV-1 replication:

To check the effect of SF3A3-knockdown on HIV-1 replication by shRNA-mediated
knockdown, a HeLa cell line that did not express SF3A3 was established. Then these
HeLa cells were transduced with HIV-1 virus-like particles that harbor a luciferase
reporter gene (as described in Materials and Methods). Then transduced cells were lysed
and subjected to luciferase assay. The luciferase assay showed that while HeLa cells
treated with scrambled shRNA had no effect on HIV-1 replication but cells treated with
SF3A3-specific shRNA (e.g. SF3A3-knokedout) showed more than twenty times
inhibition in viral replication (Fig. 14B). This data suggested that SF3A3 is necessary for
HIV-1 replication.
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Fig. 14: (A) ShR A mediated knock-down of SAF3A3 in HeLa cells: VLP (virus-like
particles) was generated by co-transfecting 293T cells with VSV-G, ∆8.2 (Gag-Pol) and
SF3A3-specific shRNA. VLP was transduced in HeLa cells, selected in puromycin, then
live cells were cultured and SF3A3-knockdown was checked by western blot using antiSF3A3 antibody (upper panel). Lower panel shows β-tubulin was not disrupted by
shRNA-mediated silencing of SF3A3. (B) Luciferase assay shows much lower luciferase
activity in SF3A3-knockout HeLa cells: SF3A3-knockout HeLa cells were transfected
with HIV-1 provirus NLluc∆Bgl∆RI. At 48 h post-infection, 1 × 106 cells from each
sample were collected and lysed with 50 µL of luciferase lysis buffer (Fisher Scientific
Inc). A 10 µL aliquot of cell lysate was subjected to the luciferase assay by using a
POLARstar OPTIMA (BMG LABTECH, Germany), and the luciferase activity was
valued as relative light units (RLU). [Bars indicate the mean ± SEM of triplicate assays.
The level of luciferase activity was found significantly different in treated cells compared
to control cells at p < 0.0001].
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSIO

HIV-1 IN has to interact/exploit cellular factors for establishment of successful infection
of the virus. Although a lot of research data have been generated, recent studies give the
indication that additional cellular factors may be involved in interaction with IN
ultimately aiding the replication and infection of the virus in the host cell (28, 90,110).
More importantly, these interactions are subject of pharmacological research in
developing anti-IN i.e. anti-HIV therapeutic approach. Besides, Raltegravir (only FDA
approved drug against IN action), other compounds have been reported which can disrupt
these interactions (28,105). This ordeal prompted us to take an approach to identify new
cellular interacting partners of HIV-1 IN. We hypothesized that further identification of
new host cell partners of HIV-IN and possible inhibition of these new interactions along
with other inhibitors may enrich our arsenal of anti-HIV therapeutic approach.

To identify new host cell partners of HIV-1 IN, a newly developed tandem affinity
purification or TAP (InterplayTM Mammalian TAP system) system from Strategene was
used. This approach has been reported to be an efficient tool to identify and study new
protein-protein interactions including identification of a cellular partner (i.e. DDB1) of
another HIV-1 protein Vpr (122-127).
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Both wild-type and codon-optimized HIV-1 Integrase sequence were experimented and it
was found that codon-optimized IN had far better expression in mammalian 293T cells
(Fig. 2). So in most of the subsequent experiments we used codon-optimized IN
assuming that robust expression of IN would increase possibility of range and intensity of
interactions between HIV-1 IN and host cell factors.

Initially, all the steps of tandem affinity purification (TAP) protocol as recommended by
the manufacturer (Stratagene) was applied. The TAP system has two incubation steps
with streptavidin resin and calmodulin resin with subsequent elution steps for each. But
from repeated experiments it was found that sample fractions eluted after incubation with
streptavidin resin retained most of the proteins (perhaps all!) so that no distinctive protein
bands (in silver or coomassie staining) were seen from samples eluted after incubation
with calmodulin resin. Different parameters such as use of increased amount of
calmodulin beads, longer (i.e. over night) incubation with calmodulin beads instead of 2
hours , increased time for elution (2 hours instead of 30 minutes) to optimize and bring a
favorable condition were changed so that bands from calmodulin-treated samples could
be found also.

But no protein bands from samples eluted after incubation with

calmodulin resin (Fig. 3 right lanes) were seen. So for final affinity purification
experiment only the streptavidin resin was used and then eluted interacting proteins with
elution buffer. After subsequent coomassie staining, in-gel digestion and mass
spectrometry - two known and three new, putative host cell interactors of HIV-1 IN were
identified. Identification of two already reported intercators of HIV-1 IN validates our
curtailed approach.
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Protein identification, extraction and purification are tough work in the field of
proteomics. Functionality and efficiency of our modified but shorter protocol (to
successfully identify proteins) has been proved empirically and this method is timesaving and less laborious.

Using tandem affinity purification system coupled with mass spectrometry, we identified
totally five proteins. Among them two (i.e. Chaperonin or HSP60 and β-tubulin) were
previously reported to be cellular cofactors of HIV-1 IN (reviewed in 31, 32). By western
blot analysis, we could identify β-tubulin in sample extracted and purified by modified
TAP protocol. Unfortunately, we did not see the presence of chaperonin (HSP60) in our
purified protein sample. It can be assumed that the reasons behind this may be inadequate
expression of HSP60 in cells in such an amount which can not be detected by TAPsystem, or may be due to the lower sensitivity of specific antibody.

Identification of Histone H1.2 and ATP synthase alpha subunit 1 as putative cellular
interactor of HIV-1 IN by mass spectrometry is an important development and worthy of
further consideration. Although interaction of these two proteins with HIV-1 IN requires
to be confirmed by in vivo co-immunoprecipitation assay, it is highly logical to
hypothesize a possible interaction between Histone H1.2 (an isoform of H1) and HIV-I
IN. Because histone H1 plays very crucial role in maintaining compact and higher order
structure of chromatin by clumping the histone octamer and thus inhibiting their
unnecessary and untimely relaxation of nucleosome (which are compact structure made
of histone and DNA) beads. If a retroviral DNA sequence is targeted to be integrated into
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a particular region of host genome, the higher order chromatin structure of that particular
region must be broken, the nucleosomes must unwind the DNA of that particular region
of genome. The whole complex process is mediated by nuclear histone acetyl tranferase
(HAT) factors that acetylate histones inducing them to relax/unwind the target DNA
(reviewed in 128).

Taganov et al (2004) showed that in vitro efficiency of integration catalyzed by HIV-1
integrase decreased after compaction of a pre-defined target DNA sequence, having 13
nucleosomes, with histone H1 (129). Thus it may be assumed that interaction of IN with
histone H1, or more specifically H1.2, may affect target site selection for viral cDNA
integration in vivo that results in crucial bias in favor of viral cDNA integration into
actively transcribed regions of host DNA.

Apart from this, it can be presumed that HIV-1 IN interaction with histone H1.2 may help
the infected DNA-damaged cell to avert apoptosis. Actually, it has been reported that in
macrophages with DNA-damage, H1.2 is translocated to mitochondria and associates
with a pro-apoptotic factor BAK (Bcl-2 homologous antagonist killer) (130). So, it can be
hypothesized that HIV-1 IN might interact with histone H1.2 to sequester it so that it can
not translocate to mitochondria to induce apoptosis after integration of viral cDNA into
host genome.

Mass spectrometric identification of ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1
complex, alpha 1 as cellular partner of HIV-I IN is really challenging to explain. ATP
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synthase is a large multi-protein complex with many subunits and is a mitochondrial
protein engaged in ATP synthesis (121). This protein was repeatedly identified in mass
spectrometry but so far no scientific report has been published indicating any kind of
interaction between this protein and HIV-1 Integrase. But the possibility of interaction
may not be an impossible phenomenon as in this study we have found another
mitochondrial protein HSP60 to interact with HIV-1 IN and, importantly, this interaction
between HSP60 and HIV-1 IN has been reported previously, also (reviewed in 31, 30).

Another important observation from the study is that the interaction between HIV-1 IN
and human splicing factor SF3A3 has been proved. Yeast Splicing factor SF3A3 (also
termed SF3a60) is an important member of SF3A heterotrimer complex, consisting of
SF3a60, SF3a66, and SF3a120, whereas SF3A itself is a crucial member of functionally
mature spliceosomal complex 17S U2 snRNP (131). Studamire et al (2008) showed using

in vitro yeast-two-hybrid system assay that yeast splicing factor SF3A3 is an interacting
partner of HIV-1 IN (112). In our study, not only human homologue of this protein in
TAP-purified samples (Fig. 8) was identified, but also using in vivo coimmunoprecipitation assay it was shown that HIV-1 IN can interact with this cellular
factor (Fig. 9A). These observations from both laboratories provide evidence that SF3A3
is an integrase-interacting cofactor.

Furthermore, using C-terminal deletion mutant and other point mutations in IN sequence
(K159P, V165A, A179P, K186A) it was categorically showed that all these point mutants
have no negative effect on their interaction with SF3A3 and, at least, the C-terminal
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domain of HIV-1 IN is necessary for interaction with human SF3A3. (Fig. 9C). INK159P is
an integration-defective mutant (132). Other mutants of IN i.e. INV165A, INA179P, INK186A
etc. are defective in integration and interaction with host chromatin as well as has been
reported to be unable to bind with a prime IN-interactor LEDGF/p75 (tethers viral cDNA
complexed in PIC to the host chromosome) (133). We assume that as nuclear transport of
these mutants was not affected by the point mutations and as LEDGF/p75 could not
sequester them. It suggests that the binding region within HIV-1 IN to SF3A3 is different
from that one required for IN nuclear translocation and from the binding region to
LEDGF/p75.

Interestingly, from this data one can notice the strongest interaction between INKR186,7AA
and SF3A3 (evident by a larger band in the gel, Fig. 9C). This can be explained by the
notion that as this basic amino acid residue (i.e. INK186) is important for tetramerization of
IN to yield the active form of the enzyme (134), so after the point mutation no
oligomerization of mutant IN molecules could happen and as a result more mutant
INKR186,7AA monomers were available for interaction with SF3A3.

Using a luciferase assay for the first time it has been shown that SF3A3 is necessary for
viral replication as SF3A3 knock-out HeLa cells showed little replication efficiency (Fig.
10). It has been already mentioned that SF3A3 is a component of SF3A protein which
itself is a crucial component of the cellular splicing machinery 17S U2 snRNP (small
nuclear ribonuclear protein). We can hypothesize that interaction between SF3A3 and
HIV-1 IN may be necessary to preferentially or selectively splice viral pre-mRNAs.
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Although there is no report on whether SF3A3 can inhibit or augment any viral
replication or not, recently SF3A3 has been reported to specifically inhibit transcriptional
activity of a human protein called constitutive androstane receptor (CAR) (135). Further
functional studies may reveal actual role of SF3A3 in HIV-1 replication.

Briefly, in this study we have successfully shown that modified tandem affinity
purification system is an interesting approach to study protein-protein interaction. Using
modified tandem affinity purification system coupled with mass spectrometry this study
is the first to identify two new, putative cellular co-factor of HIV-1 IN i.e. nucleosomal
protein histone H1.2 and mitochondrial protein ATP synthase (H+ transporting,
mitochondrial F1 complex) alpha subunit 1. It also proved and confirmed interaction
between human homologue of yeast splicing factor SF3A3 and IN by in vivo approach.
Further research oriented to confirm the putative interactions would enrich our
understanding of IN biology and existing knowledge in designing new IN-inhibitors for
better ARV (antiretroviral) therapeutic approach.

The experimental data from this study can be culminated into a model (Fig. 15) where it
may be hypothesized that gamma-actin, beta-tubulin and histone H1.2 become associated
with the pre-integration complex. After formation of the PIC, interaction between
integrase and gamma-actin helps the viral cDNA complexed in the PIC to migrate
through the microfilament portion of the cytoskeleton. Then with the help of beta-tubulin,
the PIC is trafficked through the microtubules and targeted to the nuclear pore. Having
reached in the nucleus and subsequent targeting and tethering to the host chromosomal
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DNA, integrase in the PIC interacts with histone H1.2 resulting in remodeling of
nucleosomes that wind and compact the target gene. Ultimately, this interaction breaks
the higher order structure of the chromatin and decondenses it to make the target gene
accessible to viral and host factors of PIC for viral cDNA integration process.
Additionally, interaction between histone H1.2 and IN, in an infected cell with DNAdamage due to integration process, may sequester H1.2 so that it can not translocate to
mitochondria to interact with pro-apoptotic factor BAK (Bcl-2 homologous antagonist
killer) that might induce apoptosis after integration of viral cDNA into host genome.
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Nucleosome 2

Fig 15: Proposed model describing interaction of HIV-1 I

with newly identified

host cell factors: 1.After entry of HIV-1 virion into the host cell, subsequent uncoating
and reverse transcription, pre-integration complex is formed. Gamma-actin associates
with the IN in the PIC and this interaction helps PIC migrate through the microfilament
of cytoskeleton. 2. When PIC reaches microtubules portion of cytoskeleton, IN interacts
with beta-tubulin and this interaction helps PIC’s trafficking through the microtubules to
the nuclear pore for nuclear import. 3. After nuclear import and tethering with target
chromatin, IN interacts with histone H1.2. This interaction may induce remodeling of
nucleosomes and decondensation of chromatin ultimately unwinding the target host DNA
sequence. Altogether, interaction between IN and H1.2 renders the target DNA accessible
to PIC and other host cell factors for successful integration of viral cDNA. 4. IN also
sequester H1.2 so that, in a DNA-damaged cell, H1.2 can not translocate to mitochondria
and can not interact with pro-apoptotic factor BAK (Bcl-2 antagonist killer) protein that
might induce apoptosis. [Note that interaction between IN and beta-tubulin was reported
previously (31)].
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CHAPTER

V

FUTURE DIRECTIO S

In this study, several host proteins were identified as new HIV-1 IN-interacting cofactors.
However, the mechanism how HIV-1 IN takes over these cofactors and what is their
biological relevance during HIV replication remain to be elucidated. In vivo colocalization and co-immunoprecipitation studies can be done to examine the interaction
of these newly identified proteins with HIV-1 IN. Additionally, efforts can be made to
establish particular (i.e. each newly identified) protein-deficient cell line by siRNAmediated knock-down and, once established, these cells can be transfected with HIV-1
provirus and subsequent luciferase assay can be used to check the impact of these
proteins on viral replication.

Theoretically, for successful integration of HIV-1 provirus, the hostones/nucleosomes of
the target site, in the host genome, have to be removed/remodeled ultimately leading to
the latent stage of HIV infection. On the other hand, to initiate viral transcription from a
latent stage, again, the histones/nucleosomes have to be removed. Actually, interactions
between HIV-1 IN and histones have been well-addressed. It has been reported that HIV1 transcription is restricted by the presence of a strictly positioned nucleosome (Nuc-1)
positioned in close proximity to the viral RNA start site (+10 to +155). Experiments
using models of chronic HIV infection has shown that increased accessibility of
chromatin about the LTR has been associated with transcriptional activation. More
recently, it has been reported that reactivation of HIV transcription requires remodeling
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of the critical Nuc-1 by SWI/SNF (reviewed in 136). So, possibility of interaction
between HIV-1 IN and histone H1.2 is not an impossible idea and further research to
confirm the interaction and mechanism of interaction will help better understanding of
epigenetic regulation of HIV-1 latency and transcriptional activation.
To confirm the putative protein-protein interaction between HIV-1 IN and gamma actin,
Histone H1.2 and ATP synthase alpha subunit 1, respectively, as reveled by the mass
spectrometry, future experiments can be designed to pull down Histone H1.2 and ATP
synthase alpha subunit 1 from 293T cells by in vivo co-immunoprecipitation assay. Given
that the interactions are confirmed, binding regions as well as critical amino acid residues
for these interactions can be mapped in IN and relevant co-factor proteins by coimmunoprecipitation with mutant IN and relevant co-factors. Effect of siRNA-mediated
deletion of gamma-actin, histone H1.2 and ATP synthase alpha subunit 1 in CD8166T
cell on HIV replication, luciferase assay can be performed.

If the binding regions can be determined, synthetic peptides can be designed and tested to
check if they can bind with these host factor binding sites of IN and whether can block
the interaction between HIV-1 IN and these factors which may open a new avenue of
therapeutic approach.

Besides, P-TEFb (positive transcription elongation factor b) has been proposed to be a
histone H1 kinase as it preferentially phosphorylates Ser-183 in histone H1.1 in vivo. PTEFb-mediated phosphorylation of H1 is necessary for both H1 mobility and HIV-1
transcription. Because P-TEFb phosphorylation of H1 destabilizes the interaction of H1
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with chromatin, genes to be transcribed may be more readily remodeled (reviewed in
137).
Another experiment could be designed to see the effect of Lys-183 mutation in H1.2 in
HIV-1 IN and H1.2 interaction. If such mutation(s) disrupts the interaction between HIV1 IN and H1.2, it may be an important finding in explaining HIV-1 latency through
epigenetic mechanisms and blocking the site of phosphorylation could lead a way for
therapeutic approach.

Successful confirmation of the interaction between HIV-1 IN and histone H1.2 will open
a new avenue of HIV research in the context of epigenetics. If viral replication can be
inhibited or made defective by blocking these interactions with the help of synthetic
peptides, this would be of hopeful benefit in our battle against this deadly virus.
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